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P R E F A C E 
The. p^i^tnt thz.6i^ zniiitzd "On commutaUvity of, ceAtain 
oA^ociativz ^ing6 and moA /ting^" oicfude'i A.Q.^e.aA.ch wo^h done, 
by thd author und^^ the. in-ipi^ing guidance oi, Vt. MuAtaza A. 
Q^ucidii ovex a pe.Kiod o{) about {,i\je. yzan.^ at the. Vzpa>itment 
od hAathe.matiC'ti, AiigoAh Mu^Um Unlvz\6lty, AiigciAh. The. thZM6 
may be. divLdzd into thn.e.z poAt^. In the. lin.'^t poAt, thz 
pKZllminaA.y notion6 and important tzchnicai tooti> have, been 
introduced and deve.toped. Some key n.Z'i>ait6 and well-known 
the.o>izm6 fittating the. •iubje.ct mattzr o{, thz thz^i't oAe. al^o 
6tatzd. Howzve.^, lamilioAity with thz ling thzoKy usually gi^zn 
in 6tandaAd giaduatz Izvzi tzxt^ ha6 been oA^umzd and no attzmpt 
i6 madz to • pKovidz thz pKoo{)6 of, thz xz^utt^ incladzd in thz 
{,i>i6t chaptzK. 
Sincz thz pionzvi the.o>izm o{, Wedde^/ju-rn in thz eaniy 
yzaA6 ol thz twzntizth century and Aub^izquznt work oi 
n\athzmatician6 likz Jacobean, Amit6uA, Bazr and Kaplan'iky around 
mid lilitiz6, a iargz nambzr o{, papzr^ conczrning thz condition';^ 
that rzndzr a ring commutativz or almo't>t commutativz havz bzzn 
appearing. We (/<'ic(M'i -ionie o(, Mich condition'^ in thz second 
part o{) our ihe^^i-t) which con^i^t'^ o{, two chapte^r'i. We know 
that Boolzan conditions namziy, x = x {,or each ring zlzmznt 
X impliz6 commatativity. Thus, thzsz rings also satisly thz 
idzntitizs (i) xy=xy x and (ii) yx=xy x, each oi which turns 
(ii) 
a fling commutative. l{, we ^uAth2.K. Q(Lnzializz. the.'t^z conditions 
2 2 
into [xij-Xij x,x]=0 01 [yx-xy x,x]=0, th2.n ciAbiticuiy lings nazd 
not be commatativz. In chaptzi 2 we investigate these types 
o{, conditions and some moie geneialized conditions. Though 
most o{, the lesuits of, this chapter hold ^OA. lings with unity ?, 
a KestKiction which is not supei{,iuous in general, attempt hoA 
been made to extend these lesutts to a loAgefi class ol lings, 
speci{,icaiiy le{)t (tight) s-unital tings. 
In Chaptet 3, some famous theorems oi Hetstein have been 
eithet extended ot genetaiized. In Section 3.2, we extend a 
tesuit oi [97] dW) loiiows. II in a ting R with unity 1 thete 
exists a positive integer n > 1 such that [xy-iyx) ,x]=0 {,ot 
all x,y in R, then R is commutative. In the next section, 
a tesult o{, [S3] has been extended as loitows: A ting R with 
unity 1 is commutative i{, it satisfies any one o{, the given 
conditions (i) {,ot any x,y in R, thete exists an integet 
n=n(x,y) ^ 1 such that [(xy) ,x]=0, k=m,m+l, and (ii) lot any 
x,y in R, thete exists an integet m=m(x,y) ^ 1 such that 
[(xy) ,y]=0, k=m,m+l. In the last section oi the chaptet the 
tesuits ptoved in the ptevious sections have been {,utthet 
genetaiized apptoptiateiy, some iot te^t s-unital tings and oihets 
iot tight s-unitat tings. 
The thitd patt o{j the thesis deals with neat tings. 
Sevetal qenetalizations o{, some o{, the commutativity theotems 
i}Ot tings to neat tings have been obtained duting the past thtee 
( i i i ) 
decades and many papii^^ OAZ pouAing {,A.zquzntiy in thi^ 
diKdction. In ChaptZA 4, we bzgin with -6ome e£eme»itcM.y 
2 2 
polynomial idzntitiz^ namziy, (i) xy=(xy) , (ii) xy=(yx) , (Hi) 
2 2 2 2 
xy=xy X, (iv) xy=yx y, (v) xy=y x , and a^tahii^h thz 
commattivity o^ a vziy ^pdcial cia66 o^ man. flings, -t.e. 
di6tn.ibuitivz man. A.ing6. In lact, thi6 coaid bz Vizatzd oA a 
wan.m-ap {,on. dzaiing with motz zlzgant n.Z'^ait'i, in the. -Jub^equent 
text. We d't'icu'i'i in Szction^ 4.3 and 4.4 the commutativity 
oi, di'^tKibativziy gznOAatzd (d-g) moA. ling^ and V-nzoA A.ing6 
n.z6pzcti\jziy undM. thz loilowing conditions: 
(PJ ¥oK zach x,y in a n.ing R thzAZ zxist6 a po6itivz 
intzgZA. n=n{x,y) > 1 such that xy=(xy) . 
(P„) Fon. each x,y in a n.ing R thz^z zxists a po6iti\jz 
intZQZA n=n{x,y) ^ ? sach that xy = (yx} . 
(P^) fon. each x,y in a n.ing R thzn.z zxist positivz intZQzn.6 
m=m{x,y) $. / , n=nfx,yj ^? 6ach that xy=y x . 
{PA Fon. each x,y in a n.ing R thzAZ zxists an intzgzA 
n=n(x,y) > ? such that xy=xy x. 
(Pr) ^on. zach x,y in a King R thzn.z zxist intzgzKS 
m=m(x,y) > 1, n=n(x,y) > 1 such that xy=x y . 
In thz last chaptzn. two kinds o{, invzstigations OAZ donz. 
In Szction 5.2, it has bzzn shown that andzn. czxtain hypothzszs 
zach o{, thz conditions (P.) — (P ) tiUins a d-g nzan. ling into 
a n.ing and thz study is zxtzndzd to V-nzan. lings in thz nzxt 
szction. On thz othzn. hand, thz last szction dzais with thz 
( iv) 
decomposition o{, nta/i linQ^^ with somo, ol the. abovt mzntionzd 
conditions oA the, oA-thogonat-sum o{, J-submoA ^ings ( i . e . a nzcui 
^ing 6ati6{]Ljing Jacobson condition x =x) and nil subnzoA A.ings. 
At thd and, a izngthy bibiiog^aphtj o{, thz litdKatuAZ Kzlatzd 
to thz subjzct mattzA o{, thz thesis is givzn. 
In zach chaptZK suitabtz zxampizs cuiz pio\/idzd at pKopz^ 
piaczs to i<iiastn.atz that thz n.zstKictions imposzd on thz 
hypothzszs o{, thz voAiouA n.zsaits cue^ ae not sapzA^laoas. 
Thz dz^initions, zxamplzs and izsuits in thz tzxt have 
been spzci^izd with doubtz dzcimal numbZAing. Thz {,iA.st {,iguAZ 
n.zpn.zsznts chaptzn., thz szcond dznotzs szction and thz thi^d 
dzmonstfiatzs thz nambzA o{, thz dz{)inition, thz zxampiz, thz 
Izmma, thz thzoKZm a6 thz casz may bz, in a poAticuioA chaptzn.. 
Fon. zxampiz ThzoKzm 2.5.4 Ae^ e-x^ s to thz {,ouA.th thzoA.zm 
appzoAing in Szction 5 o{, Chaptzi I. 
Most o{, thz matZA.iai o{, Chaptzx 2 conczxns with thizz 
papzn/a ol thz author attzady pablishzd in Acta Sci. Nat. Univ. 
Jiiinzusis (1989), J. Indian Math. Soc. (1990) and Rad. Mat. 
(1990) whiiz thai o{, ChaptZA 3 Kzlatzs with two papzAS which 
havz bzzn pubiishzd in Soochow J. Math. (1989) and Rad. Mat. 
(1989). Two papzn.s pablishzd in Thz Maths Stadznt (1988) 
and Bull. Austral. Math. Soc. (1990) inciudz somz poA.tions o{, 
thz tzxts o{, ChaptZA 4 and ChaptZA. 5. Also a papzA. baszd 
on thz last szction o{, Chaptzi 5 has izczntly bzzn accepted 
{)0i publication in thz Pioczzdings ol thz Amziican Mathzmaticai 
Socizty . 
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CHAPTER - 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 INTRODUCTION. 
This chapter is devoted to introduce some fundamental notions 
and important terminology wi th a view to making our thesis as 
self contained as possib le. Of course, the elementary knowledge 
of the algebraic concepts such as groups, r ings, idea ls , f i e l d s , 
modules and homomorphism, etc. has been preassumed and no attempt 
is made to discuss such ideas. Some key results and wel l-known 
theorems are also included which we sha l l need In the development 
of the subsequent chapters. For the i r proofs, the references are 
mentioned for those who develop the interest in them. Most of 
the material included in th is chapter occurs in standard l i te ra ture 
namely, Herstein [92, 93 ] , Gunter [ 73 ] , Jacobson [122] , Kurosh 
[134] , Lambek [135] , McCoy [158] and Rowen [195] . 
1.2 SOME RING-THORETIC NOTIONS. 
In th is section we col lect some . important terminology in 
r ing theory . Throughout, R represents an associative r ing unt i l 
stated otherwise and for any pa i r of elements a,b in R, 
[ a , b ] = ab-ba. The symbols N, C and Z denote the set of ni lpotent 
elements, the set of commutators and the centre of R respect ive ly . 
DEFINITION 1.2.1 (Idempotent element). An element x£ R 
2 is said to be idempotent i f x = x . 
REMARK 1 .2 ,1 . I t • is t r i v i a l that zero of a r ing R is an 
: 2 : 
idempotent element. Moreover, i f R contains unity 1 , then 1 is 
also idempotent. However, there may exist many idempotent 
elements in R other than 0 and 1 . 
DEFINITION 1.2.2 (Nilpotent element). An element xE R 
is said to be ni lpotent i f x = 0 for some pos i t ive integer n. 
DEFINITION 1.2.3 (Centre of a ring). The centre of a r ing 
R is the set of a l l those elements of R which commute w i th every 
element of R. 
DEFINITION 1.2-A (Polynomial identi ty) . A polynomial 
f (X. , X „ , . . . .,X ) in non-commuting indeterminates X . , X _ , . . . , X w i th 
integral coeff icients is said to be a polynomial ident i ty of R i f 
f ( r , r „ . . . , r ) = 0, for every r , r , . . . ,r ' P R. We simply say 
that f is a polynomial ident i ty in R. We also say that R sat isf ies 
f . 
DEFINITION 1.2.5 (Characlorlstlc of a r ing). If there exists 
a pos i t ive integer n such that nx = 0 for every element x of R, 
the smallest such posi t ive integer is cal led the character is t ic of 
R. I f no such pos i t ive integer ex is ts , R is said to have charac-
te r i s t i c zero. 
DEFINITION 1.2.6 (Direct sum and subdirect sum of rings). 
Let 5., i c U be a family of rinqs indoxod by tho sot U and lot 
us denote by S the set of a l l functions defined on the set U such 
that for eacli 1 G U , the vaJue of \he function at 1 is an element 
of S.. If addi t ion and mul t ip l icat ion in S are defined as: 
1 
( n i h ) l • n ( l ) i h ( I ) , (nh)I « n ( 0 b( ] ) for n . b C S t'o«pocl i v o l y , Ihon 
S is a ring which is cal led the complete d i rec t sum of the rings 
: 3 : 
S . i e U. The set of a l l functions in S which take on the values i 
zero at a l l but at most a f i n i te number of elements i of U is a 
subring of S which Is called d iscro lo d i rec t sum of the rings S., 
i e u . However, i f U is a f i n i t e set, the complete ( discrete) 
d i rec t sum of rings S,, i e U, as defined above is cal led d i rec t 
sum of the rings S. i e U. 
Let T be a subring of the d i rec t sum S of S. and for each 
i £U let 9. be homomorphism of S onto S. defined as a9. = a( i ) 
1 1 1 
for a e S. I f T9. = S. for every i e U, T is said to be a subdirect 
sum of the ring S., i eU. 
DEFINITION 1.2.7 (Commutator ideal ) . The commutator ideal 
C of a r ing R is the ideal generated by a l l commutators [ x , y ] , 
w i th x , y in R. 
DEFINITION 1.2.8 (Nilpotent ideal ) . A r igh t ( l e f t , two-
sided) Ideal I of a r ing R is n i lpolent if there exists a pos i t ive 
integer n such that A = (0 ) . 
DEFINITION 1.2.9 (Nil Idonl) . A r ight ( l o f t , two-sldod) 
ideal I of a r ing R is n i l i f each of i ts elements is n i lpotent . 
REMARK 1.2.2. Every ni lpotent ideal is n i l , but a n i l ideal 
in general need not be a ni lpotent i dea l . 
EXAMPLE 1 . 2 . 1 . Let p be a f i xed prime and for each 
pos i t ive integer i , R. be the ideal in I / (p ) consisting of a l l 
ni lpotent elements of I / (p ^ ) . Now consider the d iscrete d i rec t 
sum T of rings R. ( i = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ) . Then T is a n i l ideal of T 
i t se l f . f-lovi^ever, for each pos i t ive integer n, there ex is t elements 
: 4 
a of T such that a = 0 . In other words, although every element 
of T is ni lpotent there is no f ixed pos i t ive integer n such that 
a"^  = 0 for every a G T , Accord ingly , T is not n i lpotent . 
DEFINITION 1.2.10 (Prime ideal ) . A proper ideal P in a 
r ing R is called prime ideal i f for any two ideals A and B in 
R, A B € P impl ies A ^ P or B C p . 
DEFINITION 1.2.11 (Semi prime idonl). An Idonl P In o 
r ing R is said to be semi prime ideal i f for any ideal A in R, 
2 
whenever A c P, then A c p. 
DEFINITION 1.2.12 (Maximal ideal ) . An ideal M in a r ing 
R is cal led maximal i f M jt R and there ,exists no ideal B in R 
such that M c B C R. 
REMARK 1.2.3. Every maximal ideal in a commutative r ing 
is p r ime. 
DEFINITION 1.2.13 (Irreducible R-moduIe). An R-module 
M is said to be an i r reduc ib le R-module i f MR i^ (0) and the only 
submodules of M are t r i v i a l ones, namely the zero submodule and 
M i t se l f . 
DEFINITION 1.2.14 (Jacobscxi radical) . The Jacobson radical 
J(R) of R is the intersection of a l l maximal lef t ( r igh t ) ideals 
of R. 
REMARK 1.2.A. J(R) is n two-sided ideal of R. 
REMARK 1.2.5. J(R) is the set of a l l those elements of 
R which annihi late a l l the i r reduc ib le R-modules. Thus, J(R) 
= {'r r R/rS = 0 for every i r reduc ib le R-module S} . 
DEFINITION 1.2.15 (Prime radical ) . The intersection of 
a l l prime ideals of a r ing R is cal led the prime rad ica l of R. 
DEFINITION 1.2.16 (Subdlreclly Irreducible r ing) . A r ing 
R is cal led subdi rect ly i r reduc ib le i f the Intersection of a l l non-
zero ideals in R (sometimes called as HEART of the r ing R) is 
d i f ferent from zero. 
DEFINITION 1.2.17 (Boolean r ing). A r ing R is cal led a 
Boolean r ing i f a l l of i t s elements are idempotent. 
REMARK 1.2.6. Every Boolean r ing has character is t ic 2. 
REMARK 1.2.7. Every Boolean r ing is necessari ly 
commutative. 
DEFINITION 1.2.18 (Periodic r ing). A r ing R is cal led 
per iodic If for each x In R, there exist d is t inc t pos i t ive integers 
- , , . n m 
n,m for which x = x . , 
DEFINITION 1.2.19 (Prime ring). A ring R is said to be 
a prime r ing i f f the zero ideal is a prime ideal In R. 
REMARK 1.2.8. A ring R is a prime r ing i f f e i ther of the 
fo l lowing conditions ho ld : 
( i ) I f A and B are ideals in R such that AB = (0 ) , then A = (0) 
or 0 = (0 ) . 
(11) If a ,bE R such that aRb = 0 then a = 0 or b = 0. 
DEFINITION 1.2.20 (Semi prime r ing) . A r ing R is said 
to be semi prime if i t has no nonzero ni lpotent idea ls . 
DEFINITION 1.2.21 (Simple r ing) . A r ing R is said to be 
2 
simple i f R n* (0) and R has no ideals other than (0) and R. 
:6: 
DEFINITION 1.2,22 (Semi simple r ing) . A r ing R is cal led 
semi simple i f i t s Jacobson radical is zero. 
1.3 NEAR RINGS. 
This section deals wi th some pre l iminary concepts and simple 
propert ies of near r ings. 
DEFINITION 1.3.1 (Near r ing). A lef t near r ing R is a t r i p l e 
(R,+ ,'•') w i th two binary operations + and * such that 
( i ) (R, + ) is a group (not necessari ly abelian) 
( i i ) (R,*) is a semigroup 
( i i i ) a * (b+c) = a*b + a*c for a l l a ,b ,c in R. 
Analogously, if instead of ( i i i ) the r igh t d i s r i bu t i ve law 
( i l l ) ' (a+b)*c = a*c + b*c 
holds, then R is said to be a r igh t near r i ng . 
The theory of near r ings, in general, runs completely 
para l le l in both cases and so one can decide to use just one 
vers ion. We shal l use lef t near rings throughout and for s imp l i c i t y 
ca l l them as near r ings. 
EXAMPLE 1.3.2. ( i ) The most natural example of a near 
r ing is given by the set of ident i ty preserving mappings of an 
add i t i ve group G (not necessarily abelian) into i tse l f w i th pointwise 
addi t ion and composition of the mappings. 
( i i ) Let R = { 0,a } w i th addi t ion ' + ' and mul t ip l ica t ion 
' . ' defined as fo l lows: 
+ 
0 
a 
0 
0 
a 
a 
a 
0 
• 
0 
a 
0 
0 
0 
a 
a 
a 
: 7 : 
I t is c lear ly checked that R is a le f t near r i ng . 
( i l l ) For more examples one may consult [62 ] , 
DEFINITION 1.3.2 (Distributive element). An element x of 
a near r ing R is said to be d i s t r i bu t i ve i f (y+z)x = yx+zx for 
a l l y , z in R. 
REMARKS 1.3.9. In any near r ing R 
( i ) xO=0 for a l l x e R, but not necessari ly Ox=0. However, 
i f d is a d i s t r i bu t i ve element then Od=0 (cf . Example 1 .3 .2(1) ) . 
(11) x ( - y ) = -xy (or a l l x , y in R, but not necessari ly 
(_x)y = - x y . However, i f d is a d i s t r i b u t i v e element then 
( - x )d = - x d , 
DEFINITION 1.3.3. (Distributive near r ing) . A near r ing 
R is cal led d i s t r i bu t i ve i f each of i ts element is d i s t r i b u t i v e . 
EXAMPLE 1.3.3. Let R = { 0 , a , b , c , x , y } w i t h addi t ion ' + ' 
and mul t ip l icat ion ' . ' defined as fo l lows: 
+ 
0 
a 
b 
c 
x 
y 
0 
0 
a 
b 
c 
X 
y 
a 
a 
0 
X 
y 
b 
c 
b 
b 
y 
0 
X 
c 
a 
c 
c 
X 
y 
0 
a 
b 
X 
X 
c 
a 
b 
y 
0 
y 
y 
b 
c 
a 
0 
X 
• 
0 
a 
b 
c 
X 
y 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
a 
a 
a 
0 
0 
b 
0 
a 
a 
a 
0 
0 
c 
0 
a 
a 
a 
0 
0 
X 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
y 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Then (R, + , . ) is a d i s t r i b u t i v e near r ing . 
DEFINITION 1.3.4 (Distributively generated near r ing). 
A near r ing R is cal led d i s t r i b u t i v e l y generated near r ing (d-g) 
: 8 : 
i f i t contains a mu l t ip l i ca t i ve subsemigroup of d i s t r i b u t i v e elements 
+ 
which generates the add i t i ve group R of R. 
EXAMPLE 1.3.4. The near r ing generated add i t i ve l y by 
a l l the endomorphisms of a (not necessarily commutative) group 
(G, + ) is d i s t r i bu t i ve l y generated near r ing . 
DEFINITION 1.3.5 (Near ring homomorphism). A mapping 
f of a near r ing R into another near r ing is a near r ing homo-
morphism i f f ( x+y) = f ( x ) + f ( y ) and f ( x y ) = ' f ( x ) f ( y ) for each 
X and y in R. 
REMARK '1.3.10. Image of a near r ing under a near r ing 
homomorphism is again a near r ing , 
DEFINITION 1.3.6 ( Idea l ) . A normal subgroup I of the 
add i t i ve group (R, + ) of a near r ing R is cal led an ideal of R i f 
( i ) R i c l 
( i i ) ( x + i ) y - x y F I , for a l l x , y in R and i e I . 
Normal subgroufjs of (l^,^) that salisTy (1) above are cal led 
lef t ideals and those that sat isfy ( i i ) are cal led r igh t idea ls . 
In case of d-g near r ing ( i i ) may be replaced by ( i i ) ' 
IR I . 
REMARK 1.3 .11. Ideals may also be defined as the kernels 
of near r ing homomorphisms. 
DEFINITION 1.3.7 (Completely prime ideal ) . An ideal P 
of a near ring R is called completely pr ime ideal i f a b r P, impl ies 
a r P or b r P. 
:9 : 
DEFINITION 1.3.8 (Additive commutator and multiplicative 
commutator). For any pair of elements x , y in R, the add i t i ve 
commutator is defined as ( x , y ) = x+y -x -y and mu l t ip l i ca t i ve 
commutator denoted by [ x , y ] has the same meaning as we have 
defined i t in Section 1.2. 
DEFINITION 1.3.9 (Multiplicative centre). Mu l t i p l i ca t i ve 
centre of a near r ing is defined in the same manner as we have 
defined centre in case of rings in section 1.2. 
DEFINITION 1.3.10 (Additive centre). The add i t i ve centre 
of a near r ing R is the set of a l l those elements of R which commute 
w i th every element of R under add i t ion . 
DEFINITION 1.3.11 (Division near ring or near f i e l d ) . A 
d iv is ion near ring or a near f i e l d is a near r ing in which the 
nonzero elements form a group under mu l t ip l i ca t ion . 
REMARK 1.3.12. Every d iv i s ion r ing is a near f i e l d but 
not conversely. 
EXAMPLE 1.3.5. Follow Example 1 .3 .2( i i ) in which R is 
a near f i e l d but R is not a d iv is ion r i ng . 
DEFINITION 1.3.12 (Zero-symmetric). A near r ing R is cal led 
zero-symmetric i f Ox = 0 for a l l x in R ( reca l l that le f t 
d i s t r i b u t i v i t y y ie lds xO = 0 ) . 
EXAMPLE 1.3-6. Let R = {0 ,1 ,2 ,3 } w i th addi t ion ' + • and 
mul t ip l ica t ion ' . ' as defined below: 
;10: 
+ 
0 
1 
2 
3 
0 
0 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
2 
3 
0 
2 
2 
3 
0 
1 
3 
3 
0 
1 
2 
• 
0 
1 
2 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
3 
0 
1 
2 
0 
2 
0 
2 
3 
0 
1 
0 
3 
I t can be ver i f ied that R is a zero-symmetric near r i ng . 
REMARK 1.3.13. A d-g near r ing is always zero-symmetr ic. 
DEFINITION 1.3.13 (Zero-commutative). A near r ing R is 
cal led zero-commutative i f xy = 0 impl ies yx = 0 for a l l x , y in 
R. 
EXAMPLE 1.3.7. Let R = {0 ,a ,b , c } In which addi t ion ' + ' 
and mul t ip l icat ion ' . ' are defined as fo l lows: 
+ 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
a 
b 
c 
a 
a 
0 
c 
b 
b 
b 
c 
0 
a 
c 
c 
b 
a 
0 
• 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
a 
0 
c 
b 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c 
0 
a 
0 
c 
Then (R, + , . ) is a zero-commutative near r i ng . 
1.4 SOME WELL-KNOWN RESULIS. 
In tkl'i, '^zctlon we. 'i.tat?. ^orm ivzii-known la^u.lt'^ vjhlch OAQ. 
important to dz\jQ.iop ihz -iufo-iequen? chaptzi^. 
THEOREM 1.4.1 ^H^A'it^in [91]). Ut R be a xing and (0}-= A 
be. a /light idzai o{, R. Suppose, that gi\/zn ar A, a^ = 0 {)0n. a 
iix.<Ld inttgzn. n, thzn R ha^^ a non-zd^o nilpotdnt ideal. 
THEOREM 1.4.2 (BzU [34]). Ut R bd a King ^ati^lying 
:11; 
an idzntituj q(x) = 0, whe'^e q(xj -t^ i apoiynomiai in a linltz nambzi 
o{, non-commuting indzte.^minatz^, it6 coz(,iiciznt6 bting /i^iativziy 
pn.imz intZQ2.n.6. U th(in.Q. ^xi^t'i no p^ime. p ^oi which, tha ting 
o{, 2x1 matiicd^ ovin. Gf(p) ^ati^iZ'^ C{(x) = 0, thin th<i commutator 
idQ.ai o{, R i6 nil and nitpote.nt e.ie.m2.nt6 o{, 'R lon.m an idiai. 
THEOREM 1.4,3 (He,vLmann f I65j j . Jk<L additivz gn.oup oi 
a diviMon moA ring -i-6 abzlian. 
THEOREM 1.4.4 (FrohUc [70]). A d-g moA ring R i6 
di'itributivz iU R M additivdiy comwutaiivd. 
THEOREM 1.4.5 iFrohtLc [70]). A d-g mar ring R with 
unity ) i6 a ring i^ R i6 abziian or i^ R i^ di'i>trihutive.. 
THEOREM 1.4.6 [BzVL [33]). U a mar ring R i6 z2.ro-
commatativQ,, thzn the following hold: 
(A) ab = 0, impUz6 axb = 0 ^or ail x e R. 
fS] The annihilator o{, any non-empty 6ub6et oi R i6 an 
ideal. 
(C) The 'iet N o{, all nilpotent e^pment^ i^ an ideal iU it 
i6 a •iubgroup ol the additive group R oi R. 
THEOREM 1.4.7 (BeVL [31]). Let R be a zero-symmetric 
near ring having no non-zero nilpotent elements. Then R contains 
a iamiiy oi completely prime ideals with trivial intersection. 
THEOREM 1.4.& (Belt. [31]). Let R be a zero-symmetric 
near ring and having no non-zero nilpotent elements. Then, 
(i) every distributive idempotent is central; 
0 0 
(ii) lor every idempotent e and every el.en\ent xn R^ ex = (ex) ; 
;12: 
(Hi) i{i R ha6 a maitipllcativz idzntity ^itme^nt, tk^n ait 
id^mpot£.nt6 anji (i<Lntn.ai. 
1.5 CERTAIN CLASSICAL COMMUTATIVITY THEOREMS. 
JHEOKEU. 7.5.1 (WeddeJibuAn [2OS]). A ^init<i dlvlUon Jtlng 
16 a lldld. 
THEOREM 1.5.2 (Jacobean [121]). Lzt R bd a King in which 
loA. eveA.y x e R, th^^e. e.xi6t6 an integ^A. n(x) > 1, d^p^nding on 
X 6ach that x ' - x, thzn R i^ commutativz. 
rilEOREM 1.5.3 (Kaplan^ky [126]). Ltt R bo, a n.ing with 
yi ("V ) 
ciintn.2. 1 and a poMtive inttgOA. n = n(x) > 1 6ach that x ' £ Z 
^on. eve-ty xz R. l^ in addition R i6 6(imi ^limpiz, thdn it i'i, al^o 
commutative. 
THEOREM 1.5.4 (Faith [67]). Ldt V bz a division ling 
and A 4= V, a 'Subbing o<5 V. Suppose that {,oK eve.Ay x ^V, 
X ^ A, cohere n(x) ^ 1 dzpznd^ on x. Thzn V i6 commutativz. 
THEOREM 1.5.5 (HeAAtzin [S7]). l{, in a ling R {,01 eve^y 
pain. o{f zizmznt6 x and y wz can ^ind an intzgzn. n(x,ij) > 7 which 
dzpznd6 on x and y <io that x ' ' ' •^ ' - x commutz-i> with y, thzn 
R i6 commatativz. 
CHAPTER - 2 
EXTENDED BOOLEAN CONDITIONS AND COMMUTATIVITY OF RINGS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION. 
I t Is well-known that a Boolean r ing i . e . a r ing in which 
2 
every element x sat isf ies x = x , is commutative. Very recently 
th is was generalized by Searcoid and MacHale [196] as fo l lows: 
" I f a l l products of the pair of elements in R are Idempotent, 
then R is necessarily commutative". I t is easy to notice that 
2 
such rings sat isfy the polynomial ident i t ies ( i ) xy = xy x and 
2 ( i i ) yx =xy x , each of which turns the r ing commutative. 
However, i f we fu r ther generalize these condit ions, namely 
2 2 
x y - x y xe Z or y x - x y x e Z, then a rb i t r a r y rings sat is fy ing e i ther 
of these generalized conditions need not be commutative. Section 
2.2 begins wi th the investigation of these condit ions. 
In Section 2.3 and 2.4 we consider some more related 
conditions and study the commutativity of rings w i th unity 1 . 
Though i t has boon observed ttiat the results proved in 
Sections 2.3 and 2.4 can not be extended to rings without unity 1 , 
i t is Interesting lo onlnrgo the clnss oT rings for which Iho 
results can be fur ther general ized. For th is purpose concepts 
of le f t s-uni ta l r igh t s-uni ta l and s-uni ta l rings have been 
introduced. We know that in a ring R w i th unity 1 , x e Rx D xR 
but not conversely. A r ing R in which x r, xR is cal led r igh t 
s-uni ta l ( le f t s-uni ta l rings are defined dual ly) and R is said 
:14: 
to be s - u n i t a l i f x F Rx n xR. In Sect ion 2 . 5 , we ex tend our 
theorems f o r these w i d e r c lasses of r i n g s . 
In Section 2 . 6 , a resu l t r ecen t l y p r o v e d by Zongxuan Wei 
[209] has been g e n e r a l i z e d . The theorem to w h i c h we r e f e r 
i s , name ly : a semi p r i m e r i ng R is necessa r i l y commuta t i ve i f 
2 2 2 
i t s a t i s f i e s any one of the cond i t i ons ( I ) x y - x y x e Z, and 
2 2 2 
( I I ) X y - y x y eZ f o r a l l x , y F R . 
2 . 2 . 
In a recent paper Searcoid and MacHale 1.196 J p r o v e d the 
c o m m u t a t i v i t y of r i ngs s a t i s f y i n g the c o n d i t i o n tha t a l l p roduc ts 
of the p a i r of elements in r i ngs a re i dempo ten t . T h i s 
genera l i zes the r esu l t t ha t a Boolean r i n g i s necessa r i l y 
commuta t i ve . T r i v i a l l y , a Boolean r i n g R s a t i s f i e s t he f o l l o w i n g 
i d e n t i t i e s : 
2 
( i ) xy = ( x y ) f o r a l l x , y in R. 
2 ( i i ) yx = ( x y ) f o r a l l x , y in R. 
There e x i s t enough r i ngs w i t h each of the cond i t i ons ( i ) 
and ( i i ) w h i c h are not Boolean. As an examp le , cons ide r a 
r i n g R w i t h t r i v i a l p r o d u c t , namely x y = 0 f o r a l l x , y in R. 
In v iew of the i m p l i c a t i o n of c o m m u t a t i v i t y , i t i s e v i d e n t t ha t 
a r i n g s a t i s f y i n g cond i t i on ( i ) and ( i i ) a lso s a t i s f i e s the 
c o n d i t i o n s : 
and 
2 (P - ) xy = xy X, f o r a l l x , y in R, 
2 (Pr,) x y = yx y f o r a l l x , y in R, 
:15: 
respect ive ly . I t is easy to establ ish that any r ing sat is fy ing 
e i ther of the conditions (P.) and (P-) turns out to be 
commutative. The existence of non-commutative rings R wi th 
2 2 
R Q Z rules out the poss ib i l i t y that the condit ion x y - x y x E z 
2 
or x y - y x y eZ for a l l x , y e R may also y ie ld commutativi ty in 
an a rb i t r a r y r ing (cf . Example 2 .2 .1 ) . However, for r ings wi th 
unity 1 , we can establ ish even a more general resu l t . Though 
the fo l lowing theorem is included in the result given in the 
subsequent section, we prefer to prove i t completely because 
of i ts d i rec t relevance w i th the conditions mentioned above. 
THEOREM 2 . 2 . 1 . Let R be a r ing w i th unity 1 sat is fy ing 
e i ther of the condit ions: 
(*) [ x y - x y x , x ] = 0, for a l l x , y in R, 
and 
(**) [ y x - x y x , x ] = 0, for a l l x , y in R, 
where n > 1 is a f i xed pos i t ive integer. Then R is commutative. 
For tho development of tfio proof wo roqulro l l io fol lowing 
lemma essential ly proved in [122] . 
LEMMA 2.2.1 Let x , y e R and [ x , y ] commute w i th x . Then 
[x , y ] = nx ~ [ x , y ] , for a l l pos i t ive integers n ^ l . 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2.1 By the B i r k h o f f ' s fundamental 
structure theory of associative r ings, R is isomorphic to a 
subdirect sum of subdi rect ly i r reduc ib le rings R each of which 
as a homomorphic image of R inher i ts the hypotheses placed 
on R. Thus R i tse l f can be considered to be subdi rect ly 
i r r educ ib le . Further R sat isf ies the condit ion (*) or {**) each 
:16: 
of which is a polynomial ident i ty w i th coprime Integral 
coeff icients and consideration of x = (^  ^) and y = (, g) shows 
that (GF(p))_ fa i ls to sat isfy each of the given iden t i t i es . 
Hence by Theorem 1.A.2, in each case C is a n i l commutator 
i dea l . 
Now suppose that R sat isf ies (*) . Then we claim that 
CQZ. Indeed, using (*) ropeotodly, we get 
x [ x , y ] = x [ x , ( y " ) " ] x 
r / / ^v n> n T 3 
= x [ x , ( ( y ) ) ]x 
r n T t 
= x [ x , y Jx . 
t 
In par t i cu la r , i f u £ N, then u = 0 for suf f ic ient ly large 
t and we have x [ x , u ] = 0. Replacing x by (1 + x ) , th is y ie lds 
[ x , u ] = 0 for a l l xG R and so u c z . Hence 
(1) C c N C Z . 
Let z eR. Then for any y e R, we have 
4 z [ z , y ] = (2^-2^) z [ z , y ] 
= 2^ . [ z , y ' ' ] z - 22z [z ,y " ] z 
=2z[2z,y" ]2z - 2z [2z ,y ] 
So in view of ( * ) , Az [ z , y ] = 0. Now by Lemma 2.2.1 wo got, 
[z , y ] = Az [ z , y ] = 0 and thus, 
(2) z^ e Z for a l l z in R. 
In view of (1 ) , by repeated use of Lemma 2.2.1 and ( * ) ' 
we obta in, 
:17: 
2 2 
d - y ^ " - ' ' ) ) x [ x , y ] = x [ x , y ] - y ( ' ' - ' ' ) x [ x , y ] 
r 1 ( n - 1 ) ^ n-1 r -. 2 
= x [ x , y ] - y ^ n y [ x , y ] x 
r DT n (n -1 ) r ^ 
= x [ x , y Jx -ny x [ x , y ] x 
2r n , n(r1-1) r n . 3 
= X [ x , y ] - n y ' [ x , y Jx 
= x ( x [ x , y " ] - x [ x , ( y " ) " ] x ) 
= 0 . 
Honce" we ge t , ( 1 - y ~ )x [ x , y ] = 0 . Roplac lng x by ( x + 1 ) , 
t h i s y i e l d s (1-y^ '^ ' ) [ x , y ] = 0 , i . e . 
(3) y^""""^ [ x , y ] = [ x , y ] . 
A p p l y i n g t h i s again and aga in , we have 
2 2 
/., A(n-1) > r 1 r 1 A(n-1) r •, 
( l - y ^ ) [ x , y ] = [ x , y ] - y [ x , y ] 
r T 3 ( n - 1 ) ^ ( n - l ) ^ r , 
= [ x , y ] - y ' ' y ' ' [ x , y ] 
r T 3 ( n - l ) r T 
= L x , y ] - y [ x , y j 
r T 2 ( n - 1 ) ^ ( n - l ) ^ r , 
= [ x , y ] - y ^ ' y^ ' [ x , y ] 
= [ x , y ] - [ x , y ] 
= 0 . 
A lso s ince z e Z, f o r a l l z e R, we get 
A ( n - 1 ) ^ r 1 4 ( n - 1 ) ^ A ( n - 1 ) ^ 
y [ x , y ] = y ' xy - y ' ' yx 
4 (n -1 )^+1 4 (n -1 )^+1 
= x y - y X 
Thus , 
r 4 ( n - l ) ^ + 1 i 
= [ x , y ' J 
2 
/ , A ( n - 1 ) V r T 
= (1 -y ) [ x , y ] 
= [ x , y ] - y [ x , y ] 
:18: 
r 1 r A (n -1 ) ^+ lT 
r 4(n-1)^+1i 
= [x, y-y ^ ], 
Hence, by Theorem 1.5.5, R is commutative. In case R 
snlisflos (*"'), wo cnn uso tho sntno orguirionts to find that R 
is commutative.# 
^he following example demonstrates that the existence of 
unity 1 in the above theorem is not superfluous. 
EXAMPLE 2.2.1. Let R = {(aj.)/a are integers with 
a.. = 0 for 1^ j } be set of 3x3 strictly upper triangular matrices 
over the ring of integers. Then R is a non-commutative nilpotent 
2 
ring of index 3 in which xy-xy x is central for al l x,y eR. 
2.3. 
Now we enlarge the l ist of the conditions given in our 
previous section. Consider the following properties: 
(P.) For al l x,y in R, [x,x y-x y x^] = 0 where p > 1 , 
m ^ 1 , n> 1, q ^ l are fixed integers. 
(P.)* For all x,y in R, [x, yx'^-x y x^] = 0, where p ^ 1 , 
m ^ 1 , n> 1, q ^ l are fixed integers. 
(P„) For al l x,y in R, there exists integer n=n(y) >1 
such that [x,xy-x y x^] = 0, where m,q are fixed 
positive intogors. 
(P_)* For al l x,y in R, there exists integer n=n(y) >1 
such that rx,yx-x y x ] = 0, whom m,q nro fixed 
positive integers. 
;19: 
(P„) For a l l x , y in R, there exists integer n=n(y) > 1 
n m '^' such that [ x , x y -x y x " ] = 0 where m,q are f i xed 
pos i t ive integers. 
(P_)* For a l l x , y in R, there exists integer n=n(y) > 1 
n ^ 
such that [ x , y x -x y x ^ ] = 0, where m,q are f i xed 
pos i t ive integers. 
Theorem 2.2.1 can be generalized as fo l lows: 
THEOREM 2.3 .2 . If R is a r ing w i th unity 1 sat is fy ing 
e i ther of the conditions (P ) and ( P - ) * , then R is commutative. 
Perhaps i t is not out of the context to remark that unl ike 
groups, cancellation in general rings is not permiss ib le . However, 
one can invoke certain l im i ted cancellation proper t ies in r ings 
as w e l l . The fol lowing Lemma is an example of the results which 
allow us enough cancel lat ion. Though the lemma has also been 
proved in [166], we are supply ing here a comparat ively more 
elementary proof. 
LEMMA 2 .3 .2 . Let R be a r ing w i th unity 1 and f :R —» R 
be a function such that f (x+1) = f ( x ) for every x in R. If 
for some pos i t ive integer k,x f ( x ) = 0, then necessari ly f ( x ) = 0. 
PROOF. We have 1 = { ( 1+x ) - x } ^*^'^\ Mu l t ip ly ing on the 
r igh t by l ( x ) to gel ( (x) = { (1+x)-x f''* '^ ^ f (x) . On expanding 
the r ight hand side expression by binomial theorem and using 
the fact that x ' ' t ( x ) = 0 and (1 + x ) ' ' f ( x ) = 0, th is forces 
f ( x ) = 0.# 
Notice that the commutator function f ( x ) = l x , y ] for any 
;20: 
y e R s a t i s f i e s the p r o p e r t y of the func t ion g i ven In the nbovo 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2 . 3 . 3 . Let R be a r i n g w i t h u n i t y 1 s a t i s f y i n g 
(P ) . Then C c z . 
PROOF. Using p r o p e r t y ( P . ) , we have 
(1) x P [ x , y ] = x ' ^ ' C x . y ^ J x ^ . 
T h u s , f o r any p o s i t i v e in teger s , we use r e p e a t e d l y (1) to ge t , 
sp r ^ ( s - 1 ) p mr Hn q 
X l x , y j = X "^  X Lx ,y Jx^ 
2 2m ( s - 2 ) p r n ^ 2q 
= X X Lx ,y Jx ^ 
s 
sm r n T sq 
= X [ x , y Jx ^ , 
I f a G N, then f o r any x e R, we get x [ x , a ] = 0 f o r 
s u f f i c i e n t l y l a rge s . By Lemma 2 . 3 . 2 t h i s y i e l d s [ x , a ] = 0 , 
w h i c h fo rces tha t N c Z . Now i f we choose x = ©,0+ ^o i > 
y = e . _ , we f i n d tha t no r i n g of 2x2 ma t r i ces o v e r G F ( p ) , f o r 
a p r i m e p s a t i s f i e s ( P . ) w h i c h i s a p o l y n o m i a l i d e n t i t y w i t h 
cop r ime i n t e g r a l c o e f f i c i e n t s . Hence, by Theorem 1 .4 .2 , C i s 
a n i l i d e a l . But N S Z w h i c h y i e l d s CQZ.ff 
Now we are ready to comple te t h e p roo f of our t h e o r e m . 
We s h n l l p r o v o the cnso whnn R s n l l s f l n ^ ( P . ) . Tn cnnn R 
s a t i s f i e s ( P . ) * , t he proof w i l l run on t he same l i n e s . 
PROOI- o r 1I IL0HLM 2 . 3 . 2 . Assume tha t R s a t i s f i e s (P ) 
w h i c h In v iew of Lemma 2 .3 .3 Is oqu i vn lon t to 
(2) x ' ^ l x . y l = x ' " " t , ^ ^ y . . | 
Replace x by 2x in t h i s to ge t , 
: 2 1 : 
\Nith the help of (2 ) , the relat ion (3) gives 
(2m+q+1_ 2P+1)xP[x ,y ] = 0. Putting r = 2^^"^'-'^- 2^'' in the 
above Iden t i t y , we obtain 
(A) x P r [ x , y ] - 0 . 
By Lemma 2.3.2, th is forces r [ x , y ] = 0. Now since 
commutators are cent ra l . Lemma 2.2.1 y ie lds that [x , y ] 
r-1 
= rx [ x , y ] = 0 for a l l x , y in R, which in turn gives that 
(5) X F Z for a l l x in R. 
Further , replace y by y in (2) and use Lemma 2.3.3 to 
get 
2 
Pr " i r n 1 m+q 
x '^ [x ,y ] = [ x , y ]x 
r / n ^ n , m+q 
n(n-1) r ni m+q . , on-. 
= ny ^ [x,y ]x ^, by Lemma 2.2,1 
n(n-1) Pr ^ . ,„\ 
= ny ' x^[x,y], by (2) 2 (n-1) n-1 Pr , 
ny x^[x,y] 
2 (n-1) n-1 r 1 P i_ 1 o o o 
= y ' ny Lx,yjx'^ , by Lemma 2.3.3 
= y^ "~^ ^ [x,y"]xP, by Lemma 2.2.1. 
Thus, again by Lemma 2.3.3, 
2 
/^> I n T p (n-1) , n1 p (6) lx,y ]x' = y' |x,y ]x' , 
and we get (1-y ) Lx,y Jx^ = 0. This in view of Lemma 
2 
2.3.2 forces that (1-y^""^^ ) [ x , y " ] = 0. Mu l t ip ly ing w i th x"^"*"^ 
on the r ight and using (2) together w i th the fact that CQZ, 
we obtain (1--y ) x [ x , y ] = 0. Again appl icat ion of 
Lemma 2.3.2 y ie lds that (1-y^"~^^ ) [ x , y ] = 0. Using (6) and 
:22 : 
argu ing on t he same l ines as in t he p roo f of Theorem 2 . 2 . 1 , 
we get ( 1 - y ' ' ^ " " ^ ^ ) [ x , y ] = 0 , w h i c h i m p l i e s t ha t 
2 
[ x , y - y ] = 0 . Hence R i s commuta t i ve by 
Theorem 1 . 5 . 5 . # 
2 . 4 . 
The f o l l o w i n g example i s due to Baer [ 2 8 ] . 
EXAMPLE 2 . A . 2 . Cons ider t h e countab le i n f i n i t e number 
of c y c l i c groups and le t t h e i r genera to rs be denoted by b ( 0 ) , 
b ( 1 ) , . . . , b ( i ) , . . . , b ( - i ) , The d i r e c t sum G of these 
c y c l i c groups w i l l be an abe l l an g r o u p . Let U ( i ) :G > G be 
a mapping de f i ned by 
{0 i f j=0 mod 2^ b ( j - 1 ) , o t h e r w i s e 
Then f o r each i = 1 , 2 , . . . , U ( i ) is an endomorph ism . of G. 
Denote by R the r i n g of endomorph isms of G w h i c h i s 
generated by the endomorph isms U ( 1 ) , U(2) , U ( 3 ) , . . . . Now 
choose the genera tors b (1 ) * b (2 ) + b (3 ) ^ 0 . 
Then b (3 ) (U(1)L1(2)) = ( b (3 ) U( 1) ) U(2) 
= b ( 2 ) U ( 2 ) 
= b (1 ) 
* 0 , 
and b (3 ) ( U ( 2 ) U ( 1 ) ) = ( b (3 ) U ( 2 ) ) U ( 1 ) 
= b (2 ) U(1) 
= 0 . 
;23; 
Thus , U(1) U(2) + U(2) U(1) f o r U ( 1 ) , U(2) R and hence 
R l9 non-co inmu l f i l l vo . A l s o , 11 hns booti doi i ionsl rQlod In t 2 0 j 
t ha t R i s a n i l semi p r i m e r i n g . 
A c lose look at the above r i n g shows t ha t when i n d i c e s 
p and n are no longer ' g l o b a l ' but depend on t he elements x 
and y in R, Theorem 2 . 3 . 2 does not h o l d even f o r some 
r e s t r i c t e d c lasses of r i n g s , l i k e semi p r i m e r i n g s . However , 
f o r l o c a l i z e d n=n(y) depend ing on t he element y E R , we can p r o v e 
t he f o l l o w i n g : 
THEOREM 2 . 4 . 3 . Let R be a r i n g w i t h u n i t y 1 s a t i s f y i n g 
t he p r o p e r t y {PJ)HP-:,)- Then R is commuta t i ve . 
THEOREM 2 . A . 4 . Let R be a r i n g w i t h u n i t y 1 s a t i s f y i n g 
t he p r o p e r t y ( P „ ) * A ( P 2 ) * . Then R i s commuta t i ve . 
We s h a l l g i v e the d e t a i l s of t he proof of one of the above 
t heo rems . The o the r one can be p r o v e d in t he same f a s h i o n . 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2 . 4 . 3 . Using p r o p e r t y (Po) . we get 
( 1 ) . x [ x , y ] = x ' " [ x , y " ] x ^ , n = t i ( y ) > 1 . 
We show tha t C c Z. Let a e N and x e R. i f R s a t i s f i e s ( 1 ) , 
t h e r e e x i s t s n = n(a) > 1 such t ha t 
n 
(2) x [ x , a ] = X [ x , a ] x ^ . 
Now choose n_= n(a ) > 1 such tha t 
(3) x [ x , a ^ ] = x " ' [ x , ( ( a ^ ^) U"^. 
M u l t i p l y i n g (3) by x on l e f t and by x ^ on r i g h t , we o b t a i n , 
mr 1 1 q 2m r , , 1 > 2v T 2q 
XX [ x , a Jx^ = X [ x , ( ( a ) ) ] x ^ . 
Wi th t he he lp of ( 1 ) , t h i s reduces to 
(4) X [ x , a ] = X [ x , a ]x ^ . 
:24: 
Also there exists n„= (n(a ) ) > 1 sat is fy ing 
' n . n„ n^ n_ n^ 
(5) x [ x , ( ( a ^) ^ ) ] = x'^Cx.iCa ^) ^) "^Jx^, 
Proceeding thus for any pos i t ive integer t , we have 
x'^[x,a]=x'^"^[x,a ^ ^••' '^jx^^ and a e N„. 
Hence, for suf f ic ient ly large t , x [ x ,a ]=0 . Now replacing 
X by (x+1) and apply ing Lemma 2 .3 .2 , th is y ie lds [x ,a ]=0 for 
a G N and x e R. Hence N c Z . Further replacing x by (x+1) 
in ( 1 ) , we obtain 
( x + 1 ) [ x , y ] = { x + 1 ) " ' [ x , y " ] ( x + 1 ) ' ^ . 
Now mul t ip ly ing th is by x on the lef t and x on the r i gh t , 
we get 
m, .vr T q / .^m mr n^ q , ,.a X ( x + 1 ) [ x , y ] x ^ = (x+1) X [ x , y Jx^ (x+1)^ . 
Again, using (1 ) , th is y ie lds 
(A) x' (x+1) [ x , y ]x'^= (x+1) x [ x , y ] ( x + 1 ) ^ for a l l x , y in 
R. 
This is a- polynomial ident i ty and x = e , „+e_. , y = e , „ f a i l 
to sat isfy (A) in (GF(p)) , p a pr ime. Hence, In view of 
Theorem 1.4.2 C is n i l and the fact that N c z forces CQI. 
Now rest of the proof runs on the same l ines as in case 
of Theorem 2 .3 .2 . Hence, we omit deta i ls and conclude that 
R is commutative.// 
2 .5 . 
Despite the existence of non-commutative r ings without 
unity 1 sat isfy ing the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4.A and Theorem 
:25: 
2.4.5 (cf. Example 2.2.1) one needs not give up the case when 
R does not have unity. Before we go ahead, we pause to recall 
a few preliminaries which have recently been studied by many 
authors like Hirano [98] and Tominaga [198], etc. A ring R 
is said to be right s-unital (resp. left s-unital) if x e xR (resp. 
xe Rx) for all x in R and R is called s-unital if x e xRO Rx 
for al l x in R. We generalize the results mentioned in previous 
sections to these wider classes of rings. 
As is shown in [113], if R is s-unital (resp. left or right 
s-unital) , then for any finite subset F of R there exists an 
element e in R such that ex=xe=x (resp. ex = x or xe = x) 
for all X in F. Such an element e is called pseudo-identity 
of F. 
Let p be a ring property. If P is inherited by every 
subring and every homomorphic image, P is called an h-property. 
If P is inherited by every finitely generated subring and every 
natural homomorphic image modulo the annihilator of a central 
element, P is called an H-property. A ring property P suGh 
that a ring has the property P if and only if all its finitely 
generated subrings have the property P, is called an F-property. 
The following result is proved in [113]. 
LEMMA 2 . 5 . A . Let P be an H-property, nnd P' nn 
F-property, If every ring with unity 1 having the property 
P has the property P', then every s-unital ring having P has 
P' . 
:26: 
The above lemma enables us to reduce some problems of 
s-uni ta l rings into those of rings w i th un i ty . We may observe 
that each of the propert ies (P )A(P ) and (P2)*A(Po)* of Theorem 
2.A.4 and Theorem 2.4.5 respect ively is an h-proper ty and the 
proper ty "being commutative" is an F-proper ty . The proof of 
the fol lowing lemma can be looked into [206] . 
LEMMA 2 .5 .5 . Let R be a lef t ( resp . r igh t ) s-uni ta l r i ng . 
I f for each pair of elements x , y of R there ex is ts a pos i t ive 
integer k=k (x , y ) and an element e' = e ' ( x , y ) of R such that 
X e' = X and y e' = y ( resp. e 'x = x and e 'y = y ) , then 
R is s -un i ta l . 
Now we prove the fo l lowing: 
THEOREM 2.5.5 Let R bo n lof t s-uni ta l r ing sat is fy ing 
P^A Po' Then R is commutative-. 
PROOF. Since R is lef t s -un l ta l , for any a r b i t r a r y elemonts 
x , y in R we can f ind an element e of R such that ex = x and 
ey = y . Now there exists an integer n = n(e) > 1 such that 
r m n q I „ i_. i_ • , . 2 2 _ . . , , 
[ x , x e - x e.x J = 0, which impl ies x e = x . S im i l a r l y , 
2 2 
y e = y . Thus, in view of Lemma 2.5 .5 , R is s-uni ta l and 
using Lemma 2.5 .4 , we may assume that R has unity 1 . Hence, 
by Theorem 2.4 .3 , R is commutative.# 
Also, we can apply the same techniques w i th necessary 
var iat ions to establ ish the fo l lowing: 
THEOREM 2 .5 .6 . Let R be a r i gh t s-uni ta l r ing sat is fy ing 
(P2)* '^(P3)* . Then R is commutative. 
: 2 7 : 
We conc lude the sect ion w i t h two e x a m p l e s , one showing 
tha t r i g h t s - u n i t a l r i ngs s a t i s f y i n g P „ A P even f o r f i x e d 
i n t e g r a l i nd i ces need not be commuta t ive and o the r j u s t i f y i n g 
tha t i t i s not p o s s i b l e to re-^lace r i g h t s - u n i t a l by l e f t s - u n i t a l 
r i ngs in the hypo theses of Theorem 2 . 5 . 6 . 
EXAMPLE 2 . 5 . 3 . Let R = { ( "o )^ (11 ) , ( 5 a ) , (J \)] 
be a sub r i ng of a l l 2x2 ma t r i ces o v e r G F ( 2 ) . T h i s i s a non -
commutat ive r i g h t s - u n i t a l r i n g s a t i s f y i n g P„ P_. 
EXAMPLE 2 . 5 . 4 . Let R = { ( o o ) ^ ( j j ) , ( o ^ ) , i i \)] 
be a sub r i ng of a l l 2x2 ma t r i ces ove r G F ( 2 ) , w h i c h i s a non -
commutat ive l e f t s - u n i t a l r i ng s a t i s f y i n g ( P ^ ) * A ( P T ) * . 
2 . 6 . 
We f u r t h e r ex tend the s tudy of r i ngs s a t i s f y i n g the 
cond i t i ons ment ioned in Section 2 . 3 . Recent ly Zongxuan Wei [209] 
p r o v e d t h a t a semi p r i m e r i n g R i s necessa r i l y commuta t i ve i f 
2 2 2 
i t s a t i s f i e s any one of the f o l l o w i n g c o n d i t i o n s : ( I ) x y - x y x £ Z 
2 2 2 f o r a l l x , y feR, ( I I ) x y - y x y e Z f o r a l l x , y e R. We 
genera l i ze t h i s resu l t as f o l l o w s : 
THEOREM 2 . 6 . 7 . Let R be a semi p r i m e r i n g . Then the 
f o l l o w i n g statements are e q u i v a l e n t : 
( i ) . R i s commuta t i ve . 
/ . . x - , , . r^  r m n p t a P i ,, . 
( i i ) For a l l x , y in R, [x y - x ' ^ y x ^ , x J = 0 , whe re 
m , n , p , q , r and t are f i x e d p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r s . 
( I l l ) For a l l x , y in R [x y - y ' ^x y ,x ] = 0 , whe re 
m , n , p , q , r and t a re f i x e d p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r s . 
:28 ; 
( i v ) For a l l x , y in R [x y - x ' ^ y x ^ , y ' ' ] = 0 whe re 
m , n , p , q , r , and t a re f i x e d p o s i t i v e I n t e g e r s , 
( v ) For a l l x , y in R Lx y - y x y ^ , y J = 0 , w h e r e 
m , n , p , q , r and t a re f i x e d p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r s . 
In p r e p a r a t i o n f o r p r o v i n g the above theorem we s ta te 
t he f o l l o w i n g Lemma due to Kezlan [ 1 2 7 ] . 
LEMMA 2 . 6 . 6 . Let f be a po l ynom ia l in n non-commut ing 
Inde te rmina tes x . , . . . , x w i t h r e l a t i v e l y p r i m e in teger 
c o e f f i c i e n t s . Then a semi p r i m e r i n g s a t i s f y i n g f = 0 
i s commutat ive i f and on ly i f f o r any p r i m e p t he r i n g of 2x2 
ma t r i ces ove r ? / ( p ) f a i l s to s a t i s f y f = 0 . 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2 . 6 . 7 . T r i v i a l l y ( i ) => ( i i ) => ( i i i ) , 
( i v ) and ( v ) . Now we show tha t ( i i ) = > ( i ) . Let R s a t i s f y 
the c o nd i t i o n 
J,/ V r m n p t q r. 
f ( x , y ) = [x y - x ' ^y x ^ , x J 
r+m n r+p t q m n r p t q+ r 
= X y -X y X -X y x +x'^y x , 
w h i c h i s a po l ynom ia l i d e n t i t y w i t h c o p r l m e I n t e g r a l coe f f i c ien ts . . 
Now i f we cons ide r x = (o o ) 3"^^ y = (o i ) , then no r i n g of 
2x2 ma t r i ces ove r 2 ' / ( p ) , p a p r i m e s a t i s f i e s t he i d e n t i t y 
f ( x , y ) = 0 and thus by Lemma 2 . 6 . 6 , R i s commuta t i ve . 
S i m i l a r l y , we e s t a b l i s h the remain ing cases tha t ( H i ) , 
( i v ) and ( v ) i m p l y ( i ) . This completes t he proofJl 
CHAPTER - 3 
GENERALIZATIONS OF CERTAIN THEOREMS OF HERSTEIN 
3.1 INTRODUCTION. 
In th is chapter, we generalize some famous commutatlvl ty 
theorems of I .N.Herste in. In 1962, Herstein [97] establ ished 
that a d i v i s ion r ing in which commutators are central is 
necessari ly commutative. Recently Ashraf [18] generalized th is 
result for semi prime r ings. The r ing of 3x3 s t r i c t l y upper 
tr iangular matrices over the ring 1 of integers is an example 
of those rings which are non-commutative but sat isfy the mentioned 
condi t ion. Thus, the above result can not be generalized for 
a rb i t r a r y r ings. However, in Section 3.2 we prove that i f in 
a r ing R wi th unity 1 there exists a pos i t i ve integer m > 1 such 
that [ x y - ( y x ) , x ] = 0 for a l l x , y in R, then R is commutative. 
A close look at th is result w i l l show that i t is also related 
to another commutatlvlty study of Herstein [ 85 ] . The result 
to which we refer states that i f R is subject to the condit ion 
2 
x - p ( x ) E Z where p( A ) is a polynomial in X Z( A ) , then R is 
commutative. In fact we have considered the fo l lowing c r i t e r i o n : 
2 
For each x , y e R, there exists a monomial q( A ) e A Z( A ) such 
that x y - q ( y x ) e Z. In the end suitable examples are prov ided 
to show that the result can not be generalized for a rb i t r a r y 
rings and also the posi t ive integer m can not be equal to 1 , 
even for the rings wi th unity 1 . 
:30: 
In Section 3.3, we extend another theorem of Herstein [83] 
which at the same time generalizes the classical theorem of 
Wedderburn [208] and includes a result of Kaplansky that i f 
R is a semi simple r ing in which for every xe R, there ex is ts 
a pos i t i ve integer n = n(x) > 1 such that x e Z, then R must 
be commutative. In fact , we prove that a r ing R wi th unity 1 
Is coiiiiMuLallvo under e l lhor oC Ihe lol lowlng condit ions: 
( i ) For any x , y in R, there , ex ists an integer 
n = n ( x , y ) ^ 1 such that [ ( x y ) , x ] = 0, k = n,n+1. 
( i i ) For any x , y in R, there exists an integer 
m = m(x ,y ) ^1 such that [ ( x y ) , y ] = 0, k = m, m+1 . 
In the last section, we show that above results though 
f a i l in case of rings without unity 1 , carry over to a l i t t l e 
wider classes of rings namely lef t and r igh t s-uni ta l r ings. 
3 .2 . 
In 1962, Herstein [97] proved that i f D is a d i v i s ion r ing 
in which for every pair of elements x and y the commutator 
[ x , y ] is cent ra l , then D must be commutative. The condit ion 
[ x , y ] G Z, of course, is a natural generalization of the 
commutatlvi ty axiom [ x , y ] = 0. 
Recently Ashraf in h is Ph.D thesis [18] extended the 
mentioned result for semi prime r ings. The non-commutative r ing 
of 3x3 s t r i c t l y upper t r iangular matrices over the r ing 2 of 
integers rules out the poss ib i l i t y of generalizing the result for 
:31: 
a rb i t r a r y r ings. However, we have succeeded in proving the 
fo l lowing theorem for rings w i th unity 1 . 
THEOREM 3 . 2 . 1 . I ol R bo mi nnsoclnl lvo rlncj w l l h unity 1 . 
i r there exists a pos i t ive Integer m > 1 , such that 
(P) [ x y - { y x ) ' ^ , x ] = 0 for a l l x , y e R , then R is 
commutative. 
The fol lowing lemma is merely a col lect ion of small known 
results and we omit i ts proof. 
LEMMA 3 . 2 . 1 . In a r ing R, the fo l lowing ho ld : 
( i ) I f each element has a power l y ing in Z, there is 
no d is t inct ion between lef t and r igh t zero d i v i s o r s . 
I I I I I 
Thus N R £ N and RN c N , where N denotes the 
set of zero d i v i so rs in R. 
( i i ) I f R is a subdi rect ly i r reduc ib le r ing w i th heart H, 
then every central zero d i v i so r of R annihi lates H. 
Now we begin w i th the fo l low ing : 
LEMMA 3 .2 .2 . Let R be a r ing w i th unity 1 sat is fy ing 
the condit ion (P) of our Theorem 3 . 2 . 1 . Then N is an ideal 
and C c N £ Z. 
PROOF. Considering x = ©11+610 af^d y = e , ^ , (GF(p)) 
fa i l s to sat isfy f = [ x y - ( y x ) , x ] = 0 for a l l pr ime p and so 
by Theorem 1.4.2, N is an ideal and C c N . Now let u be an 
i nve r t i b l e element in R. Then for any x e R, condit ion (P) y i e l d s , 
r -1 . -1 >m , _, [uxu - ( x u u) , u j = 0 
[uxu '^-x*^ , u] = 0. 
:32: 
Thus wo hnvo, 
(*) u [ x , u ] = l x " ' , u ] u . 
Let t be any posi t ive Integer. Then on mul t ip ly ing (*) 
t-1 by u on the l e f t , we get 
t r ^ t -1 r m T 
u [x,u] = u [x , u j u . 
By making repeated use of ( * ) , we see that 
t r T t-1 r m T 
u [ x , u ] = u [x ,u]u 
t -2 r m -, 
= u u[x ,u ju 
t -2r rn T 2 
= u [x ,u ju 
r m T t 
= [x ,u]u . 
In par t icu lar i f a SN, then u [a ,u ] = [a ,u]u = 0 for 
suf f ic ient ly large t and we have, 
(**) [a ,u ] = 0 for a G N and any Inve r t i b le element u. 
Thus ni lpotent elements commute w i th i nve r t i b l e elements. 
But commutator ideal C is n i l i . e . every commutator is ni lpotent 
and the ni lpotent elements [ u , x ] commute w i th u for a l l x e R. 
Hence in view of th is fact , (*) impl ies that u [ u , x ] - u[x ,u ] 
= 0, i . e . u [x - x , u ] = 0 and we get 
(***) [ x ' ^ - x , u ] = 0, for a l l x eR and u EN. 
Since a is n i lpotent , (1+a) is i n v e r t i b l e . Then replacing 
u by (1+a) in (***) we get [ x " ' - x , a j = 0 for a l l x in R, which 
2 
atonce y ie lds that N is commutative and hence N c Z. Thus 
i f a G N and x eR, condition (P) forces that [ x a , x ] = 0 i . e . 
:33: 
x [ a , x ] = 0. Therefore, replacing x by (1 + x ) , we get [ a , x ] = 0 
for a l l X e R. This y ie lds that HQZ. Hence C C N C Z . # 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3 . 2 . 1 . Condition (P) can be rewr i t ten 
as, 
( i ) [ ( y x ) ' ^ , x ] = [ x y , x ] , for a l l x , y e R. 
Let r be a pos i t ive integer larger than 1 . Then subst i tut ing 
ry for y In (1) , we get 
r [ x y „ x ] = r [ ( y x ) , x ] = r [ x y , x ] 
or (r - r ) [ x y , x ] = 0 =(r - r ) x [ y , x ] . 
On replacing x by (1+x) , th is y ie lds 
( i i ) { r " ' - r ) [ y , x ] = 0. 
I f (R, + ) is torsion f ree , then [ y , x ] = 0 and R is 
commutative. 
Now assume that (R, + ) has tors ion. We know that every 
r ing R Is Isoiriorphic to a subdlroct sum of subdi roct ly i r roduc lb lo 
rings R^ , each of which as a homomorphic image of R inher i ts 
the hypotheses placed on R and so we may assume that R i tse l f 
is subdi rect ly i r reduc ib le sat is fy ing condit ion (P) . Since R 
has tors ion, there is a pos i t ive integer n such that n [ x , y ] = 0 
for a l l x , y e R. In view of Lemma 3.2.2 and Lemma 2 .3 .2 , we 
have [ y , x ] = nx ~ [ y , x j = 0 which y i e l ds , 
( i i i ) X r. Z for every x r R. 
Again by using Lemma 2.3.2 and Lemma 3.2.2 repeatedly, 
( i ) gives 
:34: 
[ x y , x ] = [ ( y x l ' ^ . x ] 
/ ^ m - 1 r 1 
= m ( y x ) [ y x . x j 
= m ( y x ) [ y . x j x 
= m ( y x ) x [ y , x j 
= rn (yx ) [ x y , x ] 
= m ( y x ) L ( yx ) , x ] 
= m (yx ) ' [ ( y x ) , x ] 
Or 
n, V n (m-1 ) r / > m , 
= m ( y x ) [ ( y x ) , x ] 
n , > n (m-1 ) r •, 
= m ( y x ) L x y , x J 
( i v ) ( 1 - m " ( y x ) " ^ ' " ^ ^ ) [ x y , x ] = 0 f o r x , y E R. 
Now we c la im tha t N ' c z . Suppose bE N' and x £ R. 
Then by ( i i i ) ( m " ( b x ) " ( ^ " ' ' ^ ) E Z and ( m " ( b x ) " ^ ' " " ^ ^) £ N' by 
Lemma 3 .2 .1 ( i ) . I f [ x b , x ] = 0 , then ( i v ) g i v e s 
( 1 - m " ( b x ) " ^ ' ^ " ' ' ^ E N' and a lso ( 1 - m " ( b x ) " ^ " ^ " ' ' ^ E z . Hence 
by Lemma 3 .2 .1 ( i i ) H ( 1 - m " ( b x ) " ^ " ^ " ^ ^ =(0) w h i c h y i e l d s , 
H = ( 0 ) . T h i s is a c o n t r a d i c t i o n and t h e r e f o r e [ b x , x ] = 0 , 
and hence 
( v ) N ' c z . 
Now f o r any x e R, x and x are in Z and we ge t , 
/ nm-n+1 V 2nr i / 2n nm+n^ r •, ( x - x )x [ y , x ] = (x - x ) x [ y , x ] 
/ 2n nm+n> r , 
= (x -X ) | x y , x | 
2nr ^ nm+nr •, 
= X [ x y , x ] - x [ x y , x ] 
:35: 
= X | x y , x | - x l ( y x ) ) , x | by (1) 
, t u l n(-1 , , / n+1 > tn ni-1 •, 
= Ix y ,x J-L(yx ) ,x J 
r- n+1 V , n+1Vm n+1, 
= [ (x y ) - ( y x ) ,x J 
= 0, by condit ion (P ) . 
I f R is not commutative, then by [82, Theorem 18] there 
exists an element x eR such that x -x i Z, where k=nm-n+1 . 
Clearly x 9^ Z and consequently nei ther x -x nor x Is a zero 
k 2n d i v i s o r . Thus, ( x - x )x is also not a zero d i v i s o r . Now 
k 2n for a l l x , y eR, (x -x )x [ y , x ] = 0 imply ing that [ y , x ] = 0, 
which is a contradic t ion. Hence, R is commutative.# 
The example mentioned in the beginning of th is section 
i l lus t ra tes that we can not drop the condit ion of unity 1 on the 
r i ng . Also even for the rings w i th unity 1 , the theorem fa l l s 
i f m = 1 . 
EXAMPLE 3.2.1 Let R =-f ( o J d ) / a , b , c , d G G F ( 3 ) } . 
"- o o a 
I t can be easi ly ve r i f i ed that [ x y - y x , x ] = 0 for a l l x , y e R. 
However, R Is not commutative. Thus, the result is not va l i d 
for m = 1 . 
3 .3 . 
A result of Hersteln [83] states that If for every element 
X in a r ing R, there exists a pos i t ive integer n(x) depending 
on x such that x " ^ ^ ' is cent ra l , then e i ther R is commutative 
or commutator ideal of R is n i l . Later in [ 87 ] , he fu r ther 
improved the result under a l i t t l e weaker condi t ion, namely 
:36: 
^ n ( x , y ) y ^ y ^ n ( x , y ) ^^^ ^^^ ^ ^ y .^^ ^ P_ M o t i v a t e d by these 
o b s e r v a t i o n s , Jan j ic [123] e s t a b l i s h e d t h e c o m m u t a t l v i t y of r i ngs 
w i t h un i t y 1 s a t i s f y i n g the cond i t i ons [ ( x y ) , x ] = 0 and 
[ ( y x ) " , x ] = 0 , where m = m ( x , y ) : ^ 1 , n = n ( x , y ) : ^ 1 a re 
r e l a t i v e l y p r i m e i n t e g e r s . A s imp le quest ion ntoncn n r l s e s : whnt 
can we say i f t he second cond i t i on i s rep laced by a na tu ra l 
one, namely [ ( x y ) , x ] = 0? In t h i s sec t ion we a t tempt to answer 
t h i s q u e s t i o n . In f a c t , we cons ide r the f o l l o w i n g c o n d i t i o n s : 
(T ) For any x , y In R, t h e r e e x i s t s an in teger 
n = n ( x , y ) ^ 1 such tha t [ ( x y ) , x ] = 0 , k = n , n+1 . 
( T „ ) For any x , y in R, t h e r e e x i s t s an in teger 
k 
m = m ( x , y ) ^ 1 such t ha t [ ( x y ) , y ] = 0 , k=m, m+1 . 
THEOREM 3 . 3 . 2 . Let R be a r i n g w i t h un i t y 1 s a t i s f y i n g 
e i t h e r ( T . ) o r ( T „ ) . Then R i s commuta t i ve . 
We begin w i t h t he f o l l o w i n g lemma w h i c h i s an i m p r o v e d 
v e r s i o n of Lemma 2 . 3 . 2 . 
LEMMA 3 . 3 . 3 . Let R be a r i n g w i t h u n i t y 1 . I f f o r each 
x , y in R t h e r e e x i s t s an in teger m = m ( x , y ) ^ 1 such t h a t 
X [ x , y ] = 0 , then necessa r i l y [ x , y ] = 0 . 
PROOF. Choose an in teger n = n ( x + 1 , y ) > 1 such t h a t 
( 1 + x ) " [ x , y ] = 0 . I f N = m a x ( m , n ) , then x [ x , y ] = 0 and 
(1 + x ) ' ^ [ x , y ] = 0 . • We have [x , y ] = { ( 1 + x ) - x l^"^"^^ [x ,y ] . On 
expand ing t he exp ress i on on t he r i g h t hand s i d e by t h e b i n o m i a l 
t h e o r e m , i t f o l l o w s tha t [ x , y ] = 0.# 
Be fo re p r o v i n g Theorem 3 .2 .1 we s h a l l e s t a b l i s h s e v e r a l 
:37: 
i n t e r m e d l a t o r y r e s u l t s . Each t ime we p r o v e f o r the r i ngs 
s a t i s f y i n g co nd i t i on (T ) and f o r the case when R s a t i s f i e s ( T - ) , 
the p roo f w i l l f o l l o w s i m i l a r l y . 
LEMMA 3 . 3 . 4 . Let R be an a s s o c i a t i v e r i n g w i t h u n i t y 1 
s n t i s f y l n g ( T . ) . Thon b o t h , Iho group LI of un i t s of H and Lho 
Jacobson r a d i c a l J , of R a re subsets of C, t he commutator i d e a l 
of R. 
PROOF. I f u cU and x be an a r b i t r a r y element of R, then 
t h e r e e x i s t s an in teger n = n ( u , u x ) :» 1 such t ha t [ u , x ] = 0 
^ r n+1 T -, _, n+1 n+1 n , " r , _ 
and l u , x J = 0 . Thus x u = ux = x u x , i . e . x [ u , x ] = 0 
and in v iew of Lemma 3 .3 .3 we have [ u , x ] = 0 f o r a l l x eR 
w h i c h y i e l d s tha t U Q C . NOW 1 + J c U c c , g i v e s t ha t J s C . # 
In v iew of the above lemma we conc lude the f o l l o w i n g 
p a r t i c u l a r case of our Theorem 3 . 3 . 2 . 
LEMMA 3 . 3 . 5 . I f R i s a d i v i s i o n r i n g s a t i s f y i n g e i t h e r 
of t he cond i t i ons (T ) and ( T _ ) , then R i s commuta t i ve . 
LEMMA 3 . 3 . 6 . Let R be a r i n g w i t h un i t y 1 s a t i s f y i n g 
e i t h e r of t he cond i t i ons (T ) and ( T „ ) . Then R/J i s commuta t i ve . 
PROOF. Note tha t the h y p o t h e s i s Is I n h e r i t e d by a l l s u b -
r i ngs and a l l homomorph ic images of R. Note a l so t ha t no 
comple te m a t r i x r i ng (D) ove r a d i v i s i o n r i n g D whe re t >1 
is a p o s i t i v e in teger s a t i s f i e s our h y p o t h e s i s as a c o n s i d e r a t i o n 
of X = e_. and y = e . „+e_ , shows . Because of these fac t s and 
s t r u c t u r e t h e o r y of p r i m i t i v e r i n g s , we may assume t h a t a 
p r i m i t i v e r i n g s a t i s f y i n g our h y p o t h e s i s must be a d i v i s i o n r i n g 
:38: 
a n d , hence i s commuta t ive by Lemma 3 . 3 . 5 . But then R/J i s 
commutat ive being a s u b d i r e c t sum of p r i m i t i v e r i n g s . # 
Now we are equ ipped w e l l to p r o v e our t h e o r e m . 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3 . 3 . 2 . The r e s u l t i s t r i v i a l f o r n = 1 . 
Hence fo r th , we s h a l l assume tha t n > 1 . By us ing Lemma 3.3 .A 
and Lemma 3 . 3 . 6 , we get ( x y ) - x y eJ S C . T h i s i m p l i e s tha t 
[x y , x ] = [ ( x y ) , x ] = 0 , i . e . x [ x , y ] = 0 and by Lemma 3 . 3 . 3 
[ x , y J = 0 . S i m i l a r l y ( x y ) - x y e J 9 C . Using t h e same 
argument f o r k = n + 1 , we f i n d tha t [ x , y ] = 0 . Hente , 
n+1 n+1 n . " r i r, T U • • t 
y X = xy = y x y , i . e . y [ x , y j = 0. Thus, m view of 
Lemma 3.3 .3 , we get [ x , y ] = 0 and R is commutative.// 
The fo l lowing example demonstrates that the above theorem 
fa i l s i f [ x , ( x y ) " ] = 0 and [ x , ( x y ) " ' ^ ^ ] = 0. 
a b c 
EXAMPLE 3 .3 .2 . Let R = { ( o a d ) / a , b , c , d e GF(2) }. 
0 o a 
2 
I t can be easi ly ver i f ied that for any x , y in R, [ ( x y ) , x ] = 0, 
3 
but [ ( xy ) , x ] = 0. Observe that R is non-commutative r ing 
w i th unity 1 . 
3 .4 . 
The Example 2.2.1 is suff ic ient to show that there ex is t 
non-commutative rings without unity 1 sat is fy ing the hypotheses 
of Theorem 3 .3 .2 . However, we can generalize the results of 
Theorem 3.3.2 to the classes of lef t and r igh t s-uni ta l r ings. 
THEOREM 3 .4 .3 . Let R be a lef t s-uni ta l r ing sat is fy ing 
condition ( T . ) . Then R is commutative. 
:39: 
PROOr. s ince R is a l e f t s - u n l l a l r i n g s a t i s f y i n g ( T ^ ) , 
we can f i n d an element e of R such t ha t ex = x and ey = y , 
f o r a l l x , y in R. F u r t h e r t he re e x i s t i n tegers n = n . ( e , x ) > 1 , 
n = n ( e , y ) ^ 1 such tha t x e = [ ( e x ) , e j + x = x and 
n n2 n^+n^ n^+n2 n^+n^ n^+n^ 
y e = y . Thus , x e = x and y e = y 
T h i s , in v iew of Lemma 2 .5 .5 f o rces t h a t R i s s - u n i t a l and using 
Lemma 2 .5 .A , we may assume tha t R has u n i t y 1 . Hence, by 
Theorem 3 . 3 . 2 R i s commuta t i ve .# 
In t he same fash ion we can p r o v e the f o l l o w i n g : 
THEOREM 3 . 4 . 4 . Let R be a r i g h t s - u n i t a l r i n g s a t i s f y i n g 
cond i t i on ( T „ ) . Then R i s commuta t i ve . 
In Example 2 .5 .3 we have a non-commuta t i ve r i g h t s - u n i t a l 
r i n g s a t i s f y i n g t he cond i t i on of Theorem 3 . 4 . 3 . In f ac t 
[ ( x y ) ' ^ , x ] = 0 f o r a l l p ^ 2 . A lso in Examp le 2 . 5 . 4 we have 
a non-commuta t ive l e f t s - u n i t a l r i n g s a t i s f y i n g t h e cond i t i on of 
Theorem 3 . 4 . 4 . In t h i s case we have [ ( x y ) ' ^ , y ] = 0 , f o r p :^  2 . 
These examples i l l u s t r a t e tha t we can not d i spense w i t h t he 
r e s t r i c t i o n s on r ings to be l e f t s - u n i t a l in Theorem 3 . 4 . 3 and 
to be r i g h t s - u n i t a l in Theorem 3 . 4 . 4 . 
CHAPTER - A 
CERTAIN COMMUTATIVITY CONDITIONS FOR NEAR RINGS 
4 . 1 INTRODUCTION. 
I t is not always easy to obtain near r ing- theoret ic analogues 
of r ing- theoret ic resu l ts . Many of them do not hold in general 
e i the r . As an example, we know that a Boolean r ing is necessari ly 
commutative but there exist enough Boolean near r ings which are 
non-commutative (c f . Example 1.3.2 ( i i ) ) . Nevertheless a part 
of the recent work has been concerned wi th the generalizations 
of some wel l known commutativity theorems in rings to near r i ngs . 
In th is chapter , we too w i l l investigate near r ings under certain 
conditions which necessarily buy commutativity in r ings . 
Socllon ^1.2 begins wi th l l io coi isidorol lon ol' some olemonlary 
2 2 
polynomial iden t i t i es , namely ( i ) xy = (xy ) , ( i i ) xy = (yx ) , 
2 2 2 2 
( i i i ) xy = xy x , ( i v ) xy = yx y , (v) xy = y x , for a l l x , y e R 
and i t is proved that a d i s t r i bu t i ve near r ing sat isfy ing each 
of these polynomial ident i t ies must be commutative. In the next 
sections, the mentioned result is generalized two fo ld . On the 
one hand, we generalize the conditions and, on the o ther , we 
explore the poss ib i l i t y of enlarging the classes of near r ings . 
In Section 4 ,3 , the commutativity of the class of d i s t r i b u t i v e l y 
generated (d-g) near rings is invest igated. The study is fu r ther 
oxtondod In Socllon 4.4 to o wldor clnss of nonr-r lngs whot are 
known as D-near rings in the sense of Ligh and Luh [1511. 
These near r ings are generalizations of d-g near r ings 
:41; 
(c f . Example ' '1.4.1), 
One might feel that a part of Theorem 4.3.2 should have 
been avoided in view of i ts generalizations in the subsequent 
section but the proofs given in two cases are so d i f ferent in 
techniques thnt wo th ink i t would bo of enough Jntorost to present 
them one by another. I t is rather more necessary for the natural 
development of the study as w e l l . 
Many known theorems become coro l lar ies of our results 
proved in the chapter - to mention a few; [196J, [31,Theorem 2 ] , 
[121] and. [141, Theorem 2 ] . • • ' 
4 . 2 . 
Throughout the rest of our thes is , by a near r ing R we 
shal l mean a lef t near r i ng . Then for any x e R, xO = 0 but 
not necessari ly Ox = 0 (c f . Remark 1 .3 .9(1) ) . 
To begin w i t h , let us consider the fo l lowing polynomial 
iden t i t i es : 
2 
(I) xy = (xy) , for a l l x , y e R. 
2 
( I I ) xy = (yx) , for a l l x , y c R . 
2 
( I I I ) xy = xy X, for a l l x , y e R. 
2 
(IV) xy = yx y , for a l l x , y e R. 
2 2 
(V) xy = y X , for a l l x , y E R . 
WQ know thnh in cnso ol' r ings onch of tho above polynomial 
ident i t ies impl ies commutativity whereas a number of examples 
cnn bo consltucled to demonslnalo that a rb i t r a r y near r ings 
:42: 
satisfying either of the coditions (I)-(\ /) need not be commutative. 
Again Example 4.2.1 is enough to carry our point home. However, 
in certain special types of near rings we can establish that each 
of these simple polynomial conditions is sufficient to turn the 
near ring commutative. 
At the outset we notice that a near ring satisfying either 
(II) or (V) is zero-commutative i .e. xy = 0 implies yx = 0 and 
a distributive near ring satisfying any one of the remaining 
identities is also zero-commutative. Further in each of the 
4 2 
conditions (I) through (V), for any x e R., x = x . If R is 
distributive then for any r e R we have 
r(x -X ) = 0 = (rx - r )x = x (rx -r) . 
This implies that 
,,,,. 2 2 2 
('•) X r x = X r 
4 2 2 2 2 2 
Similarly (x -x )r = 0 = x (x r-r) = (x r-r)x , which yields 
that 
(*.:.) j,2^^2 ^ ^^2 
2 2 
Thus X r = rx , for all r e R and we get, 
LEMMA 4.2 .1 . Let R be a distributive near ring satisfying 
2 
any one of the conditions ( I ) - (V) . Then for al l xe R, x e Z. 
As we shall see, the proof of the following theorem is 
very elementary but we prefer to mention necessary steps with 
a view to warming up for more elegant techniques In the subsequent 
sections. 
THEOREM 4 . 2 . 1 . Let R be a distributive near ring 
:43: 
s a t i s f y i n g any one of the cond i t i ons ( I ) - ( \ / ) . Then R Is 
commuta t i ve . 
PROOF. ( I ) In v iew of cond i t i on ( I ) , Lemma 4 . 2 . 1 i m p l i e s 
t ha t x y E Z f o r a l l x , y in R. Now, 
2 2 
xy = ( x y ) = x ( y x y ) = ( y x y ) x = ( y x ) = y x . 
Hence R i s commuta t i ve . 
( I I ) For any x , y in R, we have 
2 ( x y ) = x ( y x y ) 
2 2 2 2 
= x - x y + ( x y ) - ( x y - y ) +y 
2 2 2 2 
= - x y + ( x y ) - ( x y - y ) +y x , by Lemma 4 . 2 . 1 . 
= ( y x y ) x 
= ( y x ) 
2 2 
T h u s , xy = ( y x ) = ( x y ) = x y . Hence R i s commuta t i ve . 
2 2 2 
( I I I ) A p p l y i n g Lemma 4 . 2 . 1 , we get x y = x y x = x y 
2 2 
= (x y ) y = yx y = y x . Hence R i s commuta t i ve . 
( IV) Proceed on the same l i nes as in ( I I I ) . 
2 2 2 2 
(V) By Lemma 4 . 2 . 1 , we ob ta i n xy = y x = x y = y x . 
Hence R i s commuta t i ve .# 
4 . 3 . 
I t i s easy to note t ha t a l l near r i n g s s a t i s f y i n g any of 
t h e cond i t i ons ( I ) - ( \ / ) g i ven in the p r e v i o u s sec t ion a re p e r i o d i c , 
t ha t i s , a near r i n g in w h i c h t he re e x i s t p o s i t i v e in tegers m = n 
such tha t X = X . I t i s w e l l - k n o w n t ha t a r b i t r a r y p e r i o d i c near 
r i n g s (even r i ngs ) may not be commuta t i ve . A long s tand ing r e s u l t 
:44! 
of Herstein [94] states that a per iod ic r ing is commutative i f 
i t s ni lpotent elements are cent ra l . In order to get the analogue 
of th is result in near r ings , Bel l [38] establ ished that i f R is 
a d i s t r i bu t i ve l y generated (d-g) near r ing wi th i ts ni lpotent 
elements ly ing in the centre, then the set N of ni lpotent elements 
of R forms an ideal and i f R/N is per iod ic then R must be 
commutative. Now we consider the fo l lowing propert ies and notice 
that a r ing (near ring) sat isfy ing any one of them is necessarily 
pe r iod ic . 
(P.) For each x ,y in R there ex is ts a pos i t ive integer 
n = n ( x , y ) > 1 such that xy = (xy)"^ . 
(P„) For each x , y in R there ex is ts a pos i t i ve integer 
n = n ( x , y ) ^ 1 such thnt xy = (yx) . 
(P_) For each x , y in R there ex is t pos i t i ve integers 
m = m ( x , y ) ^ l ^ n = n ( x , y ) 5 ^ 1 such that xy = .y x . . 
(P.) For each x , y in R there ex is ts an integer, 
n = n ( x , y ) > 1 such that xy = xy x . 
(P_) For each x , y in R there ex is t integers m = m ( x , y ) > 1 , 
/ \ ^ < . . . . n m 
n = n ( x , y ) > 1 such that xy = x y . 
Recently commutativity of r ings under most of the above 
condit ions has been investigated (See [ 3 7 ] , [39] nnd [196 ] ) . 
•Now we shal l examine whether under these conditions some special 
types of near rings are also commutative. We pause to recal l 
that a d-g near r ing is necessari ly zero-symmetric 
:45: 
(c f . Remark 1.3.13). We begin wi th the fo l lowing elementary 
resu l ts : 
LEMMA 4 . 3 , 2 . I f R is a zero-commutative near r i ng , then 
xy = 0, impl ies x ry = 0 for any r e R. 
PROOF. Let xy = 0. Then zero-commutat iv i ty in R y ie lds 
that yx = 0. Thus for any r ^ R , r ( y x ) = 0 = ( r y ) x . Again 
zero-commutativi ty impl ies that x r y = 0.# 
LEMMA 4 . 3 . 3 . A d-g near r ing ^ sat is fy ing any of the 
conditions (P.) (P,) is necessarily zero-commutative. 
PROOF. Let R sat isfy (P^) and for a pain of elements 
x , y in R, xy = 0 . Then by v i r tue of (P.) and Remark 1.3.13, 
n .=n(x ,y ) n^-1 
yx = (yx) = y x y x y x . . . y x = y ( x y ) x = (yO)x = Ox = 0. 
S imi lar ly we can prove for the other cases.// 
Recently, Bel l [38] generalized a result of Herstein 
[94, Coro l la ry ] as fo l lows: 
LEMMA 4 .3 .4 . Let R be a d-g near r ing wi th i ts ni lpotent 
elements ly ing in the centre. Then the set N of ni lpotent elements 
forms an ideal and i f R/N is per iod ic , R must be commutative. 
Now we prove the fo l lowing 
LEMMA 4 .3 .5 . Let R be a d-g near r ing sat is fy ing any 
one of the conditions ( P j (^c) • Then N g z . 
PROOF. We look at each of the conditions in tu rn : 
( i ) Let R sat isfy (P^ ) . Since R is zero-commutative, i t 
fo l lows that for a eN and x G R , there ex is ts a pos i t ive integer 
k such that a x = 0 which impl ies tha t . 
:46: 
a'^"' 'x(ax) = 0 
a * ' " ^ax )2 = 0 
inx)^ = 0 
i . e . ax is n i lpotent . Thus by condition (P^ ) , ax = 0 . Now, 
since R is zero-commutative, xa = 0 and hence N e Z . # 
( i i ) In case R sat isf ies (P ) argue as above. 
( i i i ) Let R sat isfy (P ) . For m = n = 1 , the result is 
t r i v i a l . Suppose that atleast one of the indices m and n is greater 
than 1, say m ^ 1. If ae M, then for any x ^ R, there ex is t 
m^ " l 
integers m^= m(a,x) ^ 1 , n = n (a ,x ) >1 such that ax = x a . 
m^ n^ m^ n-
Now choose m^= m(x ,a ) ^ 1 , n-= n{x- ,a ) ^1 such that 
m^m2 
X ' a '= a • " X imply ing ax = a ' '^  x ' '^. I t is now m^ " l " l " 2 '^^"^2 " l " 2 '^ l '^2 
clear that for a rb i t r a r y t , we have integers m , , m _ , . . . , m ^ 1 
n^n - . . . n . m^m_...m 
and n . , n 2 , . . . , n >1 such that ax = a x . But 
n^n2.. .n 
since a e N, a = 0 for suf f ic ient ly Inrgo t . Thus ox = 0 
for ae N and x eR . Since R is zero-commutative, the ni lpotent 
elements of R nnnlhi lnte R on both sldus nnd thoroforo a is 
cent ra l . 
( i v ) Let R sat isfy (P^) . Then for ae N and x e R, there 
1 ex is t integers n^= n ( x , a ) > 1 such that xa = xa x . Choose integer 
" l '^ 1 " l " 2 
n^= n (x ,a ) > 1 such that xa = xa x . Hence, i t fo l lows that 
" l " 2 2 
xa = xa x . Now for a rb i t r a r y t , we have integers 
n^n„ . . .n. . " l " 2 * * '"^t 
n . , n 2 , . . . , n >1 such that xa = xa x . But a = 0 
for suf f ic ient ly large t . Hence xa = 0 for ae N and xG R. Now 
:47: 
using the same arguments as above, we get N C Z . 
(v) Let R sat isfy (Pp-) • Then for any a £ N and xe R, 
there exist integers m.= m(x,a) > 1 , n.= { x , a ) > 1 such that 
n. m^ n. m. n. m-
xa= X a . Choose integers m„= m(x ,a ) > 1 ; n„= n(x ,a ) >^ 
so that X o = X a . l-lonco It fol lowa that 
" l " 2 '^^"^2 
xa = X a . Thus we f i nd pos i t ive integers m . , m „ , . . . , m > 1 , 
n.n„ . . .n m m„ . . .m 
n , n „ , . . . , n > 1 sat isfy ing xa = x a . But since 
m.m„ . . .m 
ae N, a = 0 for a suitable t . Thus xa = 0 for a l l x 
in R. Using the same arguments we also f ind that ax = 0 . Hence 
ni lpotent elements of R annihi late R on both sides and they are 
central .# 
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of th is 
section namely , 
THEOREM 4 . 3 . 2 . Let R be a d-g near r ing sat is fy ing any 
one of the conditions (P.) ( P R ) . Then R is commutative. 
PROOF. In view of Lemma 4 .3 .4 , our Lemma 4.3.5 atonce 
y ie lds that set N of ni lpotent elements of R is a two sided i dea l . 
Now since in each case R/N, a homomorphic image of R is pe r iod ic , 
we can apply the la t ter part of Lemma 4.3.4 to get that R is 
commutative .# 
4 . 4 . 
I t is natural to ask whether the resul t proved in the 
previous section can be fur ther generalized to any wider class 
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of near r ings . 
For fur ther investigation in th is d i rect ion we introduce 
1he concept of D-near rings studied f i r s t of a l l by Ligh and 
Luh [1511. 
A ncnr r inq R is rn l ln f l n l)-ru>nr rhKj If nvnrv non-7nro 
homomorphic image T of R sat isf ies the fol lowing condit ions: 
(D-) T has a non-zero r i gh t d i s t r i b u t i v e element. 
(D^) Add i t i ve group (T, + ) of T is abelian impl ies that 
T is a r i ng . 
A l l d i s t r i bu t i ve and d-g near rings are the examples of 
D-near r ings . However, the fo l lowing example i l lus t ra tes that 
D-near rings are generalizations of d-g near r ings . 
EXAMPLE 4 . 4 . 1 , Let R = { 0,a ,b ,c , u , v } w i th addi t ion 
and mul t ip l ica t ion tab les, defined as fo l lows: 
+ 
0 
a 
b 
c 
u 
V 
0 
0 
a 
b 
c 
u 
V 
a 
a 
0 
u 
V 
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c 
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b 
u 
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b 
V 
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V 
V 
b 
c 
a 
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u 
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0 
a 
b 
c 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
a 
a 
a 
0 
0 
b 
0 
a 
c 
b 
0 
0 
c 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
u 
0 
0 
V 
u 
0 
0 
V 
0 
0 
u 
V 
0 
0 
Then R is a D-near r ing which has a unique lef t ident i ty c 
but uc = 0 = vc . This shows that c is not r igh t i den t i t y . But 
by [138, Theorem 3.2] a unique lef t ident i ty in a d-g near r ing 
must be a r igh t i den t i t y . Hence R is not a d-g near r i n g . 
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Following results cnn be found in [ 3 1 ] . 
LEMMA 4.A.6. Let R be a zero-symmetric near r ing 
sat is fy ing the fol lowing proper t ies : 
( i ) For each x in R, there ex is ts an integer n = n(x) > 1 
such that X = X. 
( i i ) Every non - t r i v i a l homomorphic image of R contains 
a non-zero central idempotent. 
Then {R, + ) is abel ian. 
Now we begin wi th the fol lowing generalization of a theorem 
of Bel l [ 3 1 , Theorem 2] which in turn extends famous Jacobson 
theorem [121] that a r ing wi th x = x ,n(x) >1 a pos i t ive 
integer is necessarily commutative. 
THEOREM 4 . 4 . 3 . Let R be a zero-symmetr ic D-near r i n g . 
I f for each x in R, there exists a pos i t ive integer n = n(x ) > 1 
such that x " = X, then R is a commutative r i n g . 
PROOF. Since R is a D-near r i n g , every non-zero 
homomorphic image of R contains a non-zero d i s t r i b u t i v e element 
say ' a ' . Choose m = m(a) ^ 1 such that a = a so that a is 
a d i s t r i bu t i ve idempotent. Also since R has no non-zero ni lpotent 
m 1 
elements, appl icat ion of Theorem 1.4.8(1) y ie lds that a is 
a d i s t r i bu t i ve central idepotent. Hence by Lemma 4.4.6 (R, + ) 
is abe l ian. This together wi th the fact that R is a D-riear r ing 
impl ies that R is a r ing which is commutative by Jacobson theorem 
[121] . 
LEMMA 4 .4 .7 . Let R be a near r ing sat i fy ing e i ther of 
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the conditions (P~) nnd (P-,) . Thon idempotont olomonts of R 
are central. 
PROOF. Let e be nn idompotent and x f~- R. Then by 
condition (P^) , there exist integers m = m(e,x) '^ 1 and 
n = n(x,e) :» 1 such that xe = (ex) and ex = (xe) . Multiply 
by e on the left to the f i rst equality, to get exe = xe and on 
the right to the second equality, to get exe = ex. Thus ex = xe. 
Let R satisfy (P_) . If e is an idempotent and x e R, then 
there exist intogors p = p(x,o) 5- 1 nnd q = q(x,o) 5> 1 such that 
xe = e'^x^= ex*^  and hence xe = ex'^= exe. Similarly for some 
r = r{e,x) ^1 and s = s(e,x) ^^, ex = x e = x e and hence 
ex = exe. Thus ex = xe for al l x in R and in both the cases 
e is central.// 
Now we prove the following: 
THEOREM 4.4. A. Let R be a D-near ring satisfying condition 
(P~) . Then R is commutative. 
PROOF. Let us take the non-trivial case when at least 
one of the positive integers m and n is greater than one. Assume 
that m ^1 and n> 1. Since R satisfying (P_) is zero-commutative, 
the left and right annihilators of R coincide. Denote this 
annihilator by A and by Theorem 1.A.6(B), A is an ideal. Suppose 
2 
that a R with a = 0. Then for any y in R there exist integers 
p = p(a,y) > I and q = q(a,y) ' I such that ay = y' 'a ' ' . Hence 
ae A. Being homomorphic image of R, R/A is a D-noar r ing. 
2 m ' +n' Choose positive integers m' and n' such that x = x so that 
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m ' +n ' "*1 
x ( x - x ) = 0 . Zoro-cotni t iulnl I v l l y In U I rnp l los t l ia t 
, m ' + n ' - 1 \ rt ^ u / m ' + n ' - l s m ' + n ' - l -, 
(x - x ) x = 0 and hence x ( x - x ) x = 0 . 
T-, X / m ' + n ' - l v2 _ ,, m ' + n ' - l c- . . „ / . 
T h e r e f o r e , (x - x ) = 0 . Hence x - x ^ A and R/A 
i s a commutat ive r i n g by Theorem 4 , 4 . 3 . Thus x ( x y - y x ) = 0 
7, 2 ft)' I n ' 
l . o . x y x = X y lor a l l x in U. Uy Uie cond i t i on x = x , 
IT)' +n ' -2 X is idempotent and hence c e n t r a l i n v i e w of Lemma 4 . 4 . 1 0 . 
2 m ' + n ' - 2 2 m ' + n ' - 3 2 m ' + n ' - 3 m ' + n ' - 3 ' 2 
Thus yx =x yx =x x y x =x x y x x = x x yx 
m ' + n ' - 2 2 2 ^ . ^ . 2 2 ^^. 
= X X y = X y . Hence, we ob ta in x y = x y x = y x . T h i s 
y i e l d s t ha t 
(1) X y = yx fon a l l x , y in R and t ^ 2 . 
By cond i t i on (^o) > vve have xy = y x and y = x"^y f o r some 
p o s i t i v e in tegers m , n , j and k . Now in v iew of ( 1 ) , we get 
m-1 n-1 m-1 i k n-1 m+k-1 n+1-1 . , / ,v 
xy = y y x x = y x ' y x - y x ' . Again (1) 
. ,_, . . . n+ i - 1 m+k-1 i -1 n m k-1 i -1 m n k.-1 
y i e l d s tha t xy = x ^ y = x ' ^ x y y = x " ' y x y 
i k 
= X y = y x . Hence R i s commuta t i ve .# 
THEOREM 4 . 4 . S . Let R be a D-near r i n g s a t i s f y i n g (P2) • 
Then R i s commuta t i ve . 
PROOF. Cons ider the n o n - t r i v i a l case , when n > 1 . 
Proceed ing on the same l i nes as a b o v e , we get in t h i s case a lso 
2 2 
(2) x y = x y x = r y x for n i l x , y In R. 
By cond i t i on (P - ) we have ( x y ) = y x , where n = n ( x , y ) > 1 . 
S f m i l n r l y f o r tho pn]r of nlntnontn y , x In R l l i n ro n x l i i l n nil lnl(nj<n' 
m = m ( y , x ) s 1 such thn t ( y x ) = x y . T h i s y i e l d s thn t ( x y ) = xy 
and repeated a p p l i c a t i o n of (2) i m p l i e s t ha t 
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xy = (xy) = ( ( x y ) ) 
= ( x y x y . . . x y ) 
n-tlmes 
= ( ( x y x ) y x y x . . . y x y ) 
(n-2)- t imes 
/ 2 V m 
= (yx yxyx yxy ) 
(n-2)- t imes 
/ / V 2 X m 
= ( ( yx ) x y x y xy ) 
(n-2)- t imes 
/ / ^ n-2 2 V m 
= ( ( yx ) yx y) 
/ / V n - 2 / \ \ m 
= ( ( yx ) y ( x y x ) ) 
/ / \n>m 
= ( ( yx ) ) 
= ( ( yx ) ) 
= (xy) 
= y x . 
Hence R is commutative.# 
Observing that in a near r ing sat is fy ing ( P . ) , zero-
symmetr ic i ty impl ies zero-commutat iv i ty , we can proceed on the 
same l ines as above to prove the fo l lowing theorem. 
THEOREM A.A. 6. Lnl R b(i n /o fn-nymi i in l r l r D-nnnt' r lruj 
sat isfy ing the condition ( P . ) . If idempotent elements in R are 
cent ra l , then R is commutative. 
THEOREM 4 . 4 . 7 . Let R be a zero-commutative D-near r ing 
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sat isfy ing the condition (P^.) . I f idempotent elements in R are 
cent ra l , then R is commutative. 
I t is to remark that hypothesis of Theorem 4.4.7 can be 
fur ther weakened by assuming atleast one of the indices m and 
n as greater than 1 . 
In a moment we w i l l observe that the assumption of 
Idempotents being cent ra l , on the hypotheses of Theorems 4.4.6 
and 4.4.7 is not superf luous, as is i l l us t ra ted by the fo l lowing 
example. However, some other conditions on r ings may also 
guarantee the commutativity of even both the operat ions, namely, 
addi t ion as wel l as mu l t ip l i ca t ion . 
EXAMPLE 4 . 4 . 2 . Let R = {0 ,a ,b ,c ,u ,v } w i th addi t ion 
and mul t ip l ica t ion tables defined as fo l lows: 
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0 
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V 
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Notice IhnI ( l ^ , i ) has only orio t r i v i a l normal subgroup, 
namely I = {0 ,u , v } for which RI = (0) c j . i t Is also easy 
to check that (x + i ) y - x y r l for a l l x , y In R and i in I . Thus 
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I is the only proper ideal of R and consequently T = R/I is the 
only non- t r i v ia l homomorphic image of R. Also T = R/I ^ 2_, 
the f i e l d of order 2. Hence, R is a D-near r ing sat is fy ing (P. ) 
and (Pp.) bo th . However, R is not commutative. Of course in 
th is D-near r ing the idempotents a ,b ,c are not cen t ra l . 
CHAPTER - 5 
STRUCTURE OF CERTAIN NEAR RINGS 
5 .1 INTRODUCTION. 
A problem of great Interest that we shal l consider In the 
f i r s t two sections of th is chapter concerns wi th probing into the 
conditions which turn certain near r ings into r ings . In a 
paper [137] , S. Ligh by proving that d i s t r i b u t i v e l y generated 
(d-g) Boolean near rings are rings introduced the poss ib i l i t y that 
some of the more complicated polynomial conditions imply ing 
commutatlvlty In rings may imply that d-g near r ings are r ings . 
Later, many authors including Bel l [33, 53] worked in th i s 
d i rec t i on . 
We have seen in the preceding chapter that the condit ions 
(P^) (Pg) (Theorem 4 .3 .2 , Theorems 4.4.4—4.4.7) , buy 
commutatlvlty of the classes of d-g near r ings and D-near r ings , 
of course in certain cases wi th some addi t ional hypotheses. We 
continue invest igat ing these conditions for the mentioned purpose 
also, that i s , to establ ish a connection between commutatlvl ty 
of the two operat ions, namely addi t ion and mu l t i p l i ca t ion . In 
section 5.2 , we sha l l focus our attention to d-g near r ings and 
in Section 5.3, the study w i l l be extended to D-near r ings . 
The last inaction deals wi th the decomposition of near r ings 
as the orthogonal-sums of J-subnear rings ( i . e . a near r ing sat is fy ing 
Jacobson's condit ion x = x) and n i l subnear r lnga. Suitable 
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examples are also prov ided at places to show that we can not 
dispense wi th the rest r ic t ions imposed in some cases. 
5 .2 . 
In a paper [137] , Ligh by prov ing that d i s t r i b u t i v e l y 
generated Boolean near rings are r ings has introduced . the 
poss ib i l i t y that some of the more complicated polynomial condit ions 
may turn d i s t r i bu t i ve l y generated near r ings into r ings . Later , 
many authors including Bel l worked on th i s l ine (see for example, 
[33] and [ 5 3 ] ) . Motivated by these results one may jump to 
the conclusion that under many polynomial ident i ty condit ions 
imply ing commutativity in r ings , the structure of d i s t r i b u t i v e l y 
generated (d-g) near rings should coincide to that of r i ngs . 
However, the fol lowing example i l lus t ra tes tha t , in general , t h i s 
need not be t rue . 
EXAMPLE 5 . 2 . 1 . As remarked in Section 2 .2 , recently 
Searcoid and MacHale [196] have shown that a r ing R is 
commutative i f i t sat is f ies the condit ion (P^) of the previous 
chapter. Consider R = { 0 , a , b , c , u , v } w i th addi t ion and 
mul t ip l icat ion tables defined as fo l lows: 
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It Is easy to check that (R, + ,.) Is a commutative near 
ring (consequently distributive) satisfying a much simpler 
2 
polynomial identity (xy) = xy. But R is not a ring. 
We shall, nevertheless, see that under some additional 
hypotheses the condition (xy) ' ^ = xy also turns a d-g near 
ring into ring. In fact we shall investigate here d-g near rings 
under al l the conditions (P^) (Pc) discussed In the last section. 
THEOREM 5.2.1. Let R be a d-g near ring satisfying any 
2 
one of the conditions (P.) (Pc) • If R = R, then R Is a 
commutative ring. 
PROOF. In view of our Theorem 4.3.2 a d-g near ring 
satisfying any one of the conditions (P.) C^c) ^^ commutative. 
Thus for any x,y,z in R, we have (y+z)x = x(y+z) = xy+xz 
= yx+zx. This implies that R is .distributive and hence by 
2 2 
Theorem 1.4.A, R Is additlvely commutative. Now R =• R yields 
that R is also additively commutative. Hence, R is a commutative 
ring.# 
THEOREM 5.2.2. Let R be a d-g near ring with unity 1 
satisfying any one of the conditions (P.) (P^) • Then R is a 
commutative ring. 
PROOF. Application of Theorem 1.4.5 together with our 
Theorem 4.3.2 yields the result .# 
If we restrict the class of near rings a l i t t le , then 
existence of unity 1 need not be essential in the above result. 
For this purpose, we Introduce the concept of strongly 
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d i s t r i bu t i ve l y generated (s-d-g) near r ings . 
A near r ing R is cal led strongly distributively generated 
(s-d-g) If i t contains a set of d i s t r i bu t i ve elements whose squares 
generate the add i t i ve group (R, + ) . 
THEOREM 5.2 .3 . Let R be an s-d-g near r ing sat is fy ing 
any one of the conditions (P-i) (Pr) • Then R is a commutative 
r i n g . 
PROOF. By Theorem 4 .3 .2 , R i s . a commutative s-d-g near 
r ing so that every element of R is d i s t r i bu t i ve and by the 
classical theorem of Froh l ic (Thorem 1.4.5) , the add i t i ve group 
(R, + ) is abel ian. Hence R is a commutative r ing.# 
5 .3 . 
In Section 4.4 of the last chapter we have discussed the 
commutativity under the condit ions (P i ) (Ps^ °^ D-near r ings 
which form a wider class of near rings than that of d-g near 
rings (cT. Thoorom 4 .4 .4 , 4 .4 .5 , 4.4.6 nnd 4 . 4 . 7 ) . \A/n shnl l , 
there fore , obviously attempt to investigate whether these condit ions 
turn D-near rings also into r ings. 
THEOREM 5.3 .4 . Let R be a D-near r ing wi th unity 1 
sat is fy ing e i ther of the conditions (P„) and (P-) . Then R is 
a commutative r i ng . 
PROOF. In view of Theorem 4.4.5 and Theorem 4 . 4 . 4 , 
a D-near r ing sat isfy ing any of the conditions (P_) and (P^) is 
necessari ly commutative and consequently d i s t r i b u t i v e . Since R 
:59: 
contains unity 1 , we can d is t r i bu te the expression (x + 1) (y + l ) 
In two ways to get that (R, + ) is abel ian. Hence R is a 
commutative r ing.# 
Now we turn our attention to the condit ion ( P ^ ) . We include 
here a result due to Bel l [4A] which w i l l be used in the proof 
of the next theorem. 
LEMMA 5 . 3 . 1 . Let R be a periodic near ring w i th unity 1. 
I f each ni lpotent element of R is mu l t i p l i ca t i ve ly cen t ra l , then 
(R, + ) is abel ian. 
Note that a zero-symmetric near r ing sat is fy ing (P-i) is 
necessarily zero-commutative. This folows that i f u ^ N and x 
be an a rb i t r a r y element of R, then ux is n i lpo tent . Thus, the 
ni lpotent elements of R annihi late R on both sides and so N £ Z . 
Fur ther , since R sat isf ies the condit ion (P^ ) , R is per iod ic and 
by Lemma 5 . 3 . 1 , (R, + ) is abel inn. Now by def in i t ion of n D-nonr 
r i n g , R turns into a r i ng , which in view of [96] y ie lds the 
rollowJn(j: 
THEOREM 5 .3 .5 . Let R be a zero-symmetr ic D-near r ing 
wi th unity 1 sat isfy ing condit ion ( P . ) . Then R is a commutative 
r i n g . 
THEOREM 5 .3 .6 . Let R be a zero-commutative D-near r ing 
wi th unity 1 sat isfy ing condition (P^.) . Then R is a commutative 
r i n g . 
PROOF. Let uG N and x be an a rb i t r a r y element of R, 
then there exist integers m,= m(u,x) > 1, n.= n ( u , x ) > 1 such that 
:60: 
ux = u X • Now choose m_= m(u ,x ) ^ 1 , n»= n(u ,x ) > 1 
such that u X = u x , so that ux = u x . Thus 
for any a rb i t r a r y t , we have integers m . ,m„ , »fTi^  > 1 and 
n^n_.. .n m^m„. . .m 
n . , n „ , jHx > 1 such that ux = u x . But 
n^n „ . . .n 
u = 0 for suf f ic ient iy large t . Hence, ux = 0 and zero-
commutativity of R y ie lds that xu = 0 . Thus N c z . Now use 
the same arguments as in case of preceding theorem and get the 
result by [ 2 1 , Theorem] .# 
Let us recal l the remark that the hypotheses of 
Theorem 5.3.6 can be fur ther weakened by assuming atleast one 
of the indices m and n as greater than 1 . 
As proved by Taussky [197] , i f R (may be without unity 1) 
2 is d i s t r i b u t i v e , then addi t ion in R is necessari ly commutative 
and corresponding to Theorems 4.4.4 to 4.4.7 we have the 
fo l lowing: 
THEOREM 5 .3 .7 . Let R be a D-near r ing sat is fy ing e i ther 
2 
of the conditions (P„) and (P-) . I f R = R, then R is a 
commutative r i ng . 
THEOREM 5 .3 .8 . Let R be a zero-symmetric D-near r ing 
sat is fy ing condit ion ( P j . If idompotent elements of R aro control 
2 
and R = R, then R is a commutative r i n g . 
THEOREM 5 .3 .9 . Let R be a zero-commutative D-near r ing 
sat isfy ing condit ion (Pp.). If Idempotent elements of R are central 
2 
and R = R, then R is a commutative r i n g . 
:61: 
We close th is section wi th the remark that some of the 
results obtained here can be looked as generalizations of the 
results establ ished in Section 4.4 of the last chapter and some 
as extensions of the results proved in the previous sect ion. 
5 .4 . 
In a very recent paper [152] S. Ligh and J . Luh establ ished 
that a r ing R sat is fy ing the condit ion ( x y ) " ' ^ = x y , n ( x , y ) > 1 
a posi t ive integer is a d i rec t sum of J-r ings ( i . e . r ings sat is fy ing 
Jacobson's property x = x) and zero r ings . More recently Bel l 
and Ligh [55] studied the d i rect sum decomposition of r ings 
2 
sat isfy ing the related propert ies l i k e xy = (xy ) p ( xy ) and 
2 
xy = (yx ) p(yx) where p( X ) F Z[ X ] . In the same paper, by 
remarking that in case of near r ings the analogous hypotheses 
do not quite y ie ld d i rect sum decomposit ion, the authors have 
defined a weaker notion of orthogonal-sum. We say that a near 
r ing R is an orthogonal-sum of subnear rings A and B denoted 
by R = A + B i f AB = BA = (0) and each element of R has a 
unique representation in the form a+b, wi th a eA and b e: B. 
For the fol lowing theorem we sha l l assume in the condit ion 
(P_) that atleast one of the indices m and n is greater than 1 
and ca l l the condition so modif ied as ( P „ ) * . 
THEOREM 5.4.10. Let R be a near r ing sa t i s fy ing , the 
condit ion (P_)* . Then the set N of ni lpotent elements is a subnear 
r ing wi th t r i v i a l mul t ip l icat ion and M = { x e R/x = x for pos i t ive 
:62: 
integer n(x) > 1} is a subnear r ing wi th (M, + ) abe l ian. Moreover 
R = M + N. 
For developing the proof we requi re the fo l lowing Lemma 
proved in [ 5 5 ] . 
LEMMA 5 .4 .2 . Let R be a near r ing in which Idempotent 
elements are mu l t i p l i ca t i ve ly cen t ra l . I f e and f are any 
idempotents, there exists an idempotent g such that ge = e and 
gf = f . 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.4.10. Notice that R sat is fy ing the 
given condit ion is necessari ly zero-symmetr ic as wel l as zero-
commutative. Let u E N and x E R . Then there exist integers 
m^ " l 
m.= m(u,x) ^ 1 , n.= n (u ,x ) > 1 such that ux = x u . Now choose 
m n^ m n. 
m„ = m(x , u ) > 1 , n_ = n(x , u ) ^ 1 such that 
m^ " l " i " 2 '"I '^a " l " 2 ' " l ' "2 
X u = u X and hence ux = u x . I t is now clear 
that for a rb i t r a r y t we have integers m ,m_, , m ^ 1 and 
n^n_ . . .n . m^m_ . . .m 
n . , n - , ,n > 1 such that ux = u x . But 
n^n . . .n^ 
since u r N, u = 0 for suf f ic ient ly large t . Thus ux = 0 
for u in N and x in R. Since R is zero-commutative, the ni lpotent 
elements of R annihi late R on both sides i . e . NR = RN = ( 0 ) . 
This gives N^= (0) and N c Z(R) . Let u,v e N such that u'^ = 0 
and v'^= 0 , then (u-v)*^ = 0 , i . e . u-v ^ N . Now appl icat ion of 
Theorem 1.4.7 (c) y ie lds that N is an i dea l . 
Let re R and m' > 1 , n ' > 1 be integers such that 
n '+m' 2. ... ,. n ' + m ' - l n ' + m ' - l „ , 
r = r . we can wr i te r = r - r - r . Since 
„ / n ' + m ' - K ^ _i D • ^ x-
r ( r - r ) = 0 and R is zero-commutative, we get 
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( r - r ) r a 0 and ( r - r ) r = 0 . Hence 
, n ' + m ' - 1 ^ 2 ^ . , n ' +m ' -1x ., ., 
( r - r ) = 0 and ( r - r ) N. Now 
, n ' + m ' - 1 v n ' + m ' - 1 ^ . ^ ( n ' + m ' - 1 ) ( n ' + m ' - 1 ) 
, . ( n ' + m ' - 2 ) ( n ' + m ' ) 
= ( r ) ' r 
, n ' + m ' v n ' + m ' - 2 
= ( r ) r 
, 2 x n ' + m ' - 2 
= ( r ) -^r 
= ( r ) r 
c-r,^^ n ' + m ' - 2 . . . . . . n ' + m ' - l V n ' + m ' - l n ' + m ' - l 
b ince r i s i dempo ten t , ( r ) = r 
n * 4-m ' ~ 1 f o r n ' + m ' r 1 ^ 1 and r E M . Hence R = M+N. Now we show 
t h a t M i s a subnear r i n g . Let a , b e M and choose in tege rs 
k = k ( a ) > 1 , p = p ( b ) > 1 such t ha t 3*^= a and b'^= b . Then 
e = a and f = b are idempoten ts such t h a t ea = a , f b = b 
r ' s ' 
and we have ab = eafb = efab = abef = (e f ) (ab) f o r some 
in tegers r ' = r ' ( a b ,e f ) i^ . 1 , s ' = s ' ( a b , e f ) > 1 . Thus we f i n d 
\ 5 ' S ' 
ab = e f ( a b ) = (ab) t Hence ab M. Mo reove r , s ince , R/N 
has X = X p r o p e r t y , we have an in teger j > 1 such t h a t 
( I ) ( a - b ) J = a - b + u , u feN. 
Using Lemma 5 . 2 . 2 , choose an idempoten t g f o r w h i c h 
ge = e , gf = f and thus ga = a and gb = b . M u l t i p l y i n g ( I ) 
by g we get ( a - b ) ^ = a -b i . e . a -b G M , hence M i s n subnenr 
r i n g . A l s o , by Lemma A . 4 . 6 , ( M , + ) i s a b e l i a n . T r i v i a l l y 
M O N = ( 0 ) . Let a+u = b + v , where a , b e M and u , v G N . Then 
a -b = v - u e M ^ N = ( 0 ) , w h i c h y i e l d s a=b and v = u . Hence 
R = M + N.# 
The r e s u l t [ 55 , Theorem 6 ] a l so h o l d s i f R s a t i s f i e s a 
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l i t t l e var iat ion of the condit ion (PQ^ ' " ^ ' ^^ ly * 
( P „ ) * For each x ,y in R there ex is ts a pos i t i ve integer 
n = n ( x , y ) > 1 such that xy = (yx ) . 
In Example 5.2.1 we have given a commutative near r ing 
2 
R sat is fy ing (xy) = x y . It Is onsy to chock that in th is caso 
the set M = {0 ,a } is not an i dea l . This shows that one can 
not get a d i rec t sum decomposition under the hypotheses of the 
above theorem even in case of d i s t r i bu t i ve near r ings . 
Further i f a near r ing sat isf ies e i ther (P^) or (Pj-) , then 
we may not even get orthogonal-sum decomposition of R which 
is evident from the fol lowing example. 
EXAMPLE 5 .4 .3 . Let R 4 { o , a , b , c } wi th addi t ion and 
mul t ip l ica t ion tables defined as fo l lows: 
+ 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
a 
b 
c 
a 
a 
0 
c 
b 
b 
b 
c 
0 
a 
c 
c 
b 
a 
0 
• 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
a 
0 
c 
b 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c 
0 
a 
0 
c 
I t is easy to notice that R is a near r ing sat is fy ing each 
of the conditions ( P j and (P,-) . But the set M = {0 ,a , c } is 
not a subnear r ing of R. 
However, under some oxtra hypothosoa o l lhor of tho 
conditions (P.) and (P^) also guarantees orthogonal-sum 
decomposition of near r ings . In th is d i rect ion we state the 
fo l lowing theorems which can be proved using the same techniques 
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as those employed in the proof of Theorem 5.4.10. 
THEOREM 5 . 4 . 1 1 . Let R be a zero-symmetric near r ing 
sat isfy ing condit ion (P^) . If idempotent elements of R "are central 
then the set N of ni lpotent elements is a subnear r ing wi th t r i v i a l 
mul t ip l icat ion and M = {x r, R/x = x for some pos i t ive integer 
n(x) > 1 } is a subnear r ing wi th (M, + ) abel ian. Moreover, 
R = M + N. 
THEOREM 5.4.12. Let R be a zero-commutative near r ing 
sat is fy ing condit ion (Pp.). I f idempotent elements of R are cent ra l , 
then the set N of ni lpotent elements is a subnear r ing wi th t r i v i a l 
mul t ip l icat ion and M = {^  x C R/x = x for some pos i t ive integer 
n (x )e 1} is a subnear r ing wi th (M, + ) abel ian. Moreover 
R = M + N. 
« 
In th is case also one can weaken the condit ion (Pc) by 
taking atleast one of the indices greater than 1. 
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